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This issue of Under Lock & Key is taking a deeper look at building the
United Front for Peace in Prisons at the margins. We've already spent a lot of
space debating the role of people on Special Needs Yards (SNY), especially
in California. While that is an issue we will need to continue to address,
here we focus first on white nationalist lumpen organizations, that are more
likely to be on the mainline, and how anti-imperialists might relate to them.
We also have a few pieces looking at the question of sex offenders who are
generally seen as pariahs. That topic is a subset of the SNY discussion. In
this article we will focus on the white nationalist question, and the question
of oppressed nations allying with whites in general. In many cases handling
this question properly will have a big impact on our success, because there
are a lot of white people in prisons and many of them team up with white
nationalist orgs.
One commonality across these examples is the need to consider how
people end up where they are. We print an example of someone taking sex
offender charges out of expediency(see page 9), and ey points out that many
such charges are flimsy. In some cases sex charges are politically motivated
bad-jacketing.We will also see many examples of people taking up white
nationalism, to protect oneself and also just out of a youthful ignorance,
something many in prison can identify with.
So there are a few principles of dialectical materialism that we should
apply in our analysis of groups which are often considered pariahs of the
revolutionary movement: 1) dialectics differs from metaphysics in that metaphysics believes a thing has an essence; 2) dialectics in contrast sees everything as always being in a constant state of change; 3) and we can best understand that change by looking at the contradictions within that thing, while
also considering the external contradictions that may influence it (them).
To put it another way, no one is born a white supremacist or rapist, and just
because someone's actions were that way in the past doesn't mean they have
to be in the future.

What is White Nationalism?
Elsewhere in this issue we talk about white nationalism as an ideology
that is a product of imperialism(see page 7). Another point we must stress
when talking about white nationalism is it is the majority ideology among
the oppressor nation under imperialism. Most of this issue will be dealing
with extreme examples found in imprisoned lumpen organizations. But there
is a whole range of white nationalist ideologies, and the lumpen organizations are not necessarily the most extreme. Because the imprisoned lumpen
are in the trenches, imprisoned white nationalists must be more scientific
than the more privileged wings of the white nationalist movement, and their
motivations are often quite different.

Maintain the Trust in the United Front
by a Delaware prisoner
October 2016

I have had a revolutionary mindstate since I was 16 (I am 30 now), when
I realized our current government structure was corrupt and I started searching for a new philosophy. I came into Marxism-Leninism-Maoism. Ever
since then I have been a sort of pariah in society for my views. I caught my
first bid at 18 and have been in and out of the prison system repeatedly. Mind
you these prison bids were my own fault but the length of the sentences were
always to the extreme. I was never given a second chance. Now I am in a
Level 4 work release and finally about to go home in a few weeks and felt it
necessary to share my views.
For starters oppressor-nation lumpen organizations should not ever be
trusted. Joining with their factions they will try to incorporate their bigoted
views into our cause and give true freedom a sour taste in our mouths. That
is why we should avoid this situation. A united front is exactly how it sounds,
united at all fronts no matter your race, sex, creed, or class. Hatred should
not be tolerated within our ranks.

In our current political climate in the United $tates, "white nationalism" is a hot topic. It is being used to criticize
president Trump and those around em. But most
MIM(Prisons)
of this criticism is coming from the perspective
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that former president Obama was not a white
nationalist. The split between the left wing and
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right wing of white nationalism is about how
www.prisoncensorship.info
to best manage the oppressed, even when that
mimprisons@posteo.net
is not how they think about it. If we recognize
subscriptions are FREE for prisoners
Continued on page 4...

do NOT write checks to “MIM”

The same goes for pariahs such as snitches,
child molesters, and rapists. These are things we
should not tolerate. In order for the revolution to
succeed we cannot have people looking at our
organizations as a threat to house and home. Unity
is built on trust. Would you trust a convicted and
known child molester to be around your children,
Continued on page 4...
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Maoist Internationalist Ministry of Prisons

what is Under Lock & Key?
Under Lock & Key (ULK) is the voice of the antiimperialist movement within prisons in the United $tates.
It serves as a forum to develop and promote agitational
campaigns led by MIM(Prisons) and United Struggle from
Within (USW). It is a free newsletter for prisoners in the
United $tates, edited and published by MIM(Prisons). It is
mostly written and illustrated by USW and United Front for
Peace in Prisons comrades behind bars. ULK is mailed
out every other month.
Fighting the injustice system is just one part of the
anti-imperialist struggle, and it is important that comrades
not lose sight of the connections to the larger battle. For
this reason, in addition to news about prisons and prisoner struggles, we also publish more general news and
analysis important to the anti-imperialist movement. We
welcome support and collaboration from those who are
focused only on prison issues, but we also challenge them
to see the importance of carrying out their work as part of
a larger anti-imperialist strategy.
Our current battles in the United States are legally
permitted. We encourage prisoners to join these battles
while explicitly discouraging them from engaging in any
violence or illegal acts. MIM(Prisons) and its publications
explicitly oppose the use of armed struggle at this time
in the imperialist countries (including the United States).

what is united struggle from within?
United Struggle from Within (USW) is a MIM(Prisons)led mass organization for U.$. prisoners and former prisoners. USW is explicitly anti-imperialist in leading campaigns on behalf of U.$. prisoners in alliance with national
liberation struggles in the United $tates and around the
world. USW won’t champion struggles which are not in
the interests of the international proletariat. It will also
not choose one nation’s struggles over other oppressed
nations’ struggles. USW should work independently, but
under the guidance of MIM(Prisons), to build public opinion and independent institutions of the oppressed in order
to obtain state power independent of imperialism. Members don’t have to agree with MIM(Prisons)’s six cardinal
points, but they can’t consciously disagree with any of
them. See page 12 for campaign info.

what is MiM(prisons)?
The Maoist Internationalist Ministry of Prisons, or
MIM(Prisons), is a cell of revolutionaries serving the
oppressed masses inside U.$. prisons. We uphold the
revolutionary communist ideology of Marxism-LeninismMaoism and work from the vantage point of the Third
World proletariat.
Imperialism is the number one enemy of the majority
of the world’s people; we cannot achieve our goal of ending all oppression without overthrowing imperialism. History has shown that the imperialists will wage war before
they will allow an end to oppression.
As revolutionary internationalists, we support the
self-determination of all nations and peoples. We support nations which choose to delink from the imperialist
economy, including the right of the internal semi-colonies
to secede from the United $tates. Today, the U.$. prison
system is a major part of the imperialist state used to prevent the self-determination of oppressed nations. It is for
this reason that we see prisoners in this country as being
at the forefront of any anti-imperialist and revolutionary
movement.
While our organization focuses on prisoner support,
we believe that there is a dire need for Maoists to do
organizing and educational work in many areas in the
United $tates. We hope people are inspired by our example around prisons and apply it to their own work to

create more Maoist cells and broaden the Maoist movement behind enemy lines.
MIM(Prisons) expresses general unity with all other
groups and outbreaks against imperialism; mass movements against oppression have as many forms as forms
of power. In this spirit, we insist on telling the uncompromised truth and discussing and criticizing the strategy
and tactics of any given action. MIM(Prisons) encourages everyone, communist or not, to be involved in the
struggle against imperialism. MIM(Prisons) distinguishes
itself from other groups on the six points below. We consider other organizations actively upholding these points
to be fraternal.
1. communism is our goal. Communism is a society
where no group has power over any other group.
2. dictatorship of the proletariat is necessary. In a dictatorship of the proletariat the formerly exploited majority
dictates to the minority (who promoted exploitation) how
society is to be run. In the case of imperialist nations,
a Joint Dictatorship of the Proletariat of the Oppressed
Nations (JDPON) must play this role where there is no
internal proletariat or significant mass base that favors
communism.
3. we promote a united front with all who oppose imperialism. The road to the JDPON over the imperialist
nations involves uniting all who can be united against
imperialism. We cannot fight imperialism and fight others
who are engaged in life-and-death conflicts with imperialism at the same time. Even imperialist nation classes
can be allies in the united front under certain conditions.
4. a parasitic class dominates the first world countries. As Marx, Engels and Lenin formulated and MIM
Thought has expanded through materialist analysis, imperialism extracts super-profits from the Third World and
in part uses this wealth to buy off whole populations of
so-called workers. These so-called workers bought off by
imperialism form a new sector of the petty-bourgeoisie
called the labor aristocracy; they are not a vehicle for
Maoism. Those who work in the economic interests of
the First World labor aristocracy form the mass base for
imperialism’s tightening death-grip on the Third World.
5. new bourgeoisies will form under socialism. Mao
led the charge to expose the bourgeoisie that developed
within the communist party in the Soviet Union and the
campaign to bombard the headquarters in his own country of China. Those experiences demonstrated the necessity of continuous revolution under the dictatorship of
the proletariat. The class struggle does not end until the
state has been abolished and communism is reached.
6. the great proletarian cultural revolution in china
was the furthest advancement toward communism
in history. We uphold the Soviet Union until the death
of Stalin in 1953, followed by the People’s Republic of
China through 1976, as the best examples of modern
socialism in practice. The arrest of the “Gang of Four”
in China and the rise of Krushchev in the Soviet Union
marked the restoration of capitalism in those countries.
Other experiments in developing socialism in the 20th
century failed to surpass the Soviet model (i.e. Albania),
or worse, stayed within the capitalist mode of production,
generally due to a failure to break with the Theory of Productive Forces.

free political books for prisoners
Our Free Political Books for Prisoners Program is a
Serve the People (STP) program founded on the model
of the Black Panther Party’s Breakfast for Schoolchildren
and other STP programs, and on the basis of Mao’s emphasis that communists should serve the people in everything we do. The purpose of the Free Books for Prisoners
program is to help prisoners turn their time under lock
and key into a time to develop their politics and build with
us toward the beginnings of a more just and productive
society. We collect and send out political, legal and his-

torical books primarily (we also have some dictionaries
and other reference items that are useful for writers and
jailhouse lawyers). The materials we distribute are selected to help people study the conditions under which
they are living and to turn their knowledge into political
organizing.

We know that many of our subscribers lack financial
resources, and this should not be a barrier to education. Because our purpose is to organize, we expect that
comrades will exchange work for the books we send.
You should write articles for ULK, create revolutionary
art, form study groups with other comrades and work
through the study group to educate and organize, share
our literature and expand our mailing list, lead campaigns
against local examples of oppression, or come up with
other ways to contribute to the struggle. If you can afford
to send donations, and if your facility rules allow, sending
us stamps is the best way to donate. We can always use
them to get you more books or to help other comrades
who cannot afford to pay for their books. (Tell us if you
want to send a check or money order so we can send
you instructions.)
We can send you a list of specific titles that we currently have available, but it is better to request general
topic areas or include substitutions because our stock is
constantly changing. The literature list also lists prices
for the books we send in if you want to purchase them,
but again, lack of funds will not keep you from getting literature, but lack of political work will. We ask you to help
us build MIM(Prisons) and United Struggle from Within
through your own work in exchange for the books.
If you would like to receive books from MIM(Prisons)’s
Free Books for Prisoners program, please let us know the
subject areas you are interested in, and the work you are
doing in exchange.

fight censorship
Under Lock & Key, MIM Theory, study materials,
letters, and even books like dictionaries have been censored by the state, especially ever since MIM began
organizing on behalf of prisoners decades ago. If your
MIM(Prisons) correspondence is censored, the first thing
you need to know is that you are not alone in struggling
to get your mail and reading materials. You will need to
be prepared to do the work yourself (making copies of rejection notices, filing grievances, sending copies of these
documents to us), but we can send instructions on how
to do this. In some cases, we can support your appeals
with letters of our own.

These are some basic steps we recommend to everyone in prison:
1. Find out now what the prison rules say about your
right to receive mail and reading materials. You should
read this policy carefully and get a copy for your file if
possible. You can also send us copies of the rules to post
on our website as a resource for the public.
2. Find out what the prison’s implementation of these
policies is like. Many times the policy looks reasonable
on paper, but the prison staff behaves totally out of line.
Ask around.
3. To keep our correspondence going, write to us every 6 months. If you’re writing us regularly and are not
getting any mail from us, there’s a problem with your mail
delivery. Do not assume we are ignoring you.
4. If your correspondence with us is censored, it is
very important that you keep copies of all the paperwork,
(rejection notices, grievances, etc.) and send us copies
of these as well. Often this is the only way we find out
that our mail has been censored. Once we know of the
censorship, we can work with you to fight it.
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expand spanish
If you write in Spanish or would like to translate ULK
articles written in English into Spanish, this helps the
development of Marxism-Leninism-Maoism among the
Spanish-speaking peoples of the world. If you want to do
translation, let us know. If you want to submit articles in
Spanish, go ahead and send them in (it helps if you can
still write your letters to MIM(Prisons) in English).

share ULK and recruit new subscribers
Let others read the literature we send you. Talk to
potential comrades about our politics and work, and have
them write in to get put on our mailing list. Our subscribers (you) play a vital role in the growth of our mailing list.
Remember, a subscription is free!

administrative details
Your subscription will be active for 6 months after
each time you write to us. If we do not hear from you
for 6 months, you will be automatically removed from the
mailing list. We recommend writing to us regularly so you
don’t lose track of when to update your subscription.
For people outside of prison, all issues of ULK, plus
additional reports from within U.$. prisons, are available
on the website www.prisoncensorship.info
your address: Please send us as detailed an address as possible, including your full legal name, prison
and unit name, prison ID #, street address and P.O. Box,
city, state, and 9-digit zip code. Please check with the
mailroom to make sure you have the correct information.
This is essential for us to send you anything.
releases: Let us know if you are looking at a (possible) release date in the next two years. We recently
beefed up our release support, and it includes a lot of
set-up while you’re still locked up. Also let us know your
expected address post-release if you have one. Even if
it is only the address of a relative who you think will be
in the same place for a while, this could be the difference
between losing contact and staying in touch and politically active after you are released.
your persynal papers: Do not send us legal papers
that pertain to your case unless you have checked with
us first. In general, we cannot do anything with your legal
papers as we do not have the resources to get involved
in individuals’ cases. We also cannot return them to you.
Rather than focus on only your case, we strongly encourage comrades to write articles about the political implications of their situation, and work on cases that will positively impact the ability for prisoners to organize against
imperialism and capitalism.
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choosing one ideology over another:
the Materialist Method

(reprinted from the Maoist Internationalist Movement
"What's Your Line" pamphlet)
"We can (and must) begin to build socialism, not
with abstract human material, or with human material
specially prepared by us, but with the human material bequeathed to us by capitalism. True, it is not an
easy matter, but no other approach to this task is serious enough to warrant discussion." V. I. Lenin, "'LeftWing Communism,' – An Infantile Disorder," Collected
Works, Vol. 31, p. 50.
It is only by examining the practice of various ideologies over the long run of history that one can decide
which ideology is the most effective in promoting the end
of oppression of oppressed groups by oppressor groups.
In contrast, some people think it is fair to compare an abstract idea with an actual movement. That is not materialist method. Once one allows ideas to be compared with
actual, historical movements one has no way of stopping
all kinds of comparisons of ideas with actual practices.
One can only compare practices with practices.
It is intellectuals and Trotskyists who compare practices with ideas to see how good or bad the practice is.
With this comparison, for example, it is easy to shoot
down the practice of Stalinism with the ideas of Trotskyism or the ideas of Madison and Jefferson or any idea
for that matter. This method is not wrong because it is
Trotskyist or Madisonian. Rather, Trotskyism is wrong
because it uses this idealist method to criticize Stalinism
instead of comparing Trotskyist practice with Stalinist
practice.
In the same vein, it's not fair to compare Maoism with
Jesus Christ in the abstract. Maybe Mao did not obey
the 10 Commandments. But his followers have a better
practice than the Christians when it comes to ending oppression.
The only time it is correct to evaluate a practice in
relationship to an idea is within that practice. Maoists
can determine if there are better ways to be Maoists and
tap existing potential by discussing ideas within Maoism.
Even then, the only proof of the validity of a new Maoist
idea is by comparing one Maoist practice with another
Maoist practice.

Please do not send us your only copies of artwork, articles or other writings unless you are certain that you will
not need them in the future. Comrades have requested
that we make copies of their work and send these copies back. Doing this takes up time and money that would
otherwise go to filling book requests, fighting censorship
and answering letters.

Hence MIM uses the "where's the beef" taunt to everyone else. There are an infinity of logically consistent
ideas ranging from professors' pet economic models to
Hare Krishna. Only some ideas, however, have come
with practices to end oppression. By choosing the ideology that goes with the most historically effective practice
of social change to end oppression, one separates oneself from dogmatism and religion. Dogmatism may take
the form of believing in reform no matter what; it may
take the form of opposing dogma all the time, but in every
case dogmatism and religion really amount to comparing
apples and oranges, the apples being ideas and the oranges, practices. Dogmatists of all stripes conclude that
oranges should be more like apples. In contrast, Marxist
materialists just pick the best oranges.

other resources

MIM forms the following conclusions on the materialist method:

parc provides a free resource guide for prisoners.
Tell them you heard about them from MIM(Prisons):
Prison Activist Resource Center
PO Box 70447
Oakland, CA 94612
inside books projects sends free books and a resource
guide to prisoners in Texas.
Inside Books Projects, 12th Street Books
827 West 12th Street
Austin TX 78701
ibp.resourceguide@gmail.com
*see our partial political glossary p. 23*

* In debate, we must decide when it is appropriate to
compare practices with each other.
* Then we must decide on when it is appropriate to
develop ideas within a practice.
(For more on materialism, how we study history, and
how we develop our strategy, write in to our Free Books
for Prisoners program. We have a number of study packs
and books on this topic.)
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united front for peace in prisonsstatement of principles
The basis of any real unity comes from an agreement
on certain key ideas. This statement does not grant authority to any party over any other party. We are mutually
accountable to each other to uphold these points in order
to remain active participants in this united front.

peace: WE organize to end the needless conflicts and violence within the U.$. prison environment.
The oppressors use divide and conquer strategies so
that we fight each other instead of them. We will stand
together and defend ourselves from oppression.
unity: WE strive to unite with those facing the
same struggles as us for our common interests. To maintain unity we have to keep an open line of networking
and communication, and ensure we address any situation with true facts. This is needed because of how the
pigs utilize tactics such as rumors, snitches and fake
communications to divide and keep division among the
oppressed. The pigs see the end of their control within
our unity.
growth: WE recognize the importance of education and freedom to grow in order to build real unity. We
support members within our organization who leave and
embrace other political organizations and concepts that
are within the anti-imperialist struggle. Everyone should
get in where they fit in. Similarly, we recognize the right of
comrades to leave our organization if we fail to live up to
the principles and purpose of the United Front for Peace
in Prisons.
internationalisM: WE struggle for the liberation of all oppressed people. While we are often referred
to as "minorities" in this country, and we often find those
who are in the same boat as us opposing us, our confidence in achieving our mission comes from our unity with
all oppressed nations who represent the vast majority
globally. We cannot liberate ourselves when participating
in the oppression of other nations.
independence: WE build our own institutions
and programs independent of the United $tates government and all its branches, right down to the local police,
because this system does not serve us. By developing
independent power through these institutions we do not
need to compromise our goals.

how to join the united front?
Study and uphold the five principles above.
Send your organization’s name and a statement of
unity to MIM(Prisons). Your statement can explain what
the united front principles mean to your organization, how
they relate to your work, why they are important, etc.
Develop peace and unity between factions where
you are at on the basis of opposing oppression of all
prisoners and oppressed people in general. Campaign
around the September 9 Day of Peace and Solidarity.
Send reports on your progress to Under Lock &
Key. Did you develop a peace treaty or protocol that is
working? Send it in for others to study. Is your unity based
on actions? Send us reports on the organizing you are
doing.
Keep educating your members. The more educated your members are, the more unity you can develop,
and the stronger your organization can become. Unity
comes from the inside out. By uniting internally, we can
better unite with others as well. Contact MIM(Prisons) if
you need additional materials to educate your members
in history, politics and economics.
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...Trust in UF

or a convicted rapist to be around our wimmin? I
know I wouldn't. Amerikkka would love for us to
have dissension within our ranks and we cannot
afford to have this.

As for snitches, they work for the government!
This cannot be allowed to infiltrate our ranks. If
you would tell on a case so you don't go to jail,
how can we trust you with political treason? Our
revolutionary leaders are already being killed and
incarcerated, we cannot let in anyone who will
jeopardize more of our leaders. Take for instance,
one of us was in contact with Edward Snowden (a
true patriot, also this is all hypothetical) if a snitch
caught wind and set him up to be arrested a leader
will be lost.
Comrades I encourage you to think about the
implications of letting these kinds of people into
our rank and file. Long live the revolution.
MIM(Prisons) responds: This writer raises an important point about who we can organize with. A
comrade in Virginia wrote in with similar concerns:
“Individuals lose sight that to these bigotryminded organizations we are stupid. They feel as
tho we need them to survive. I don’t agree with
that at all, ULK and all the brothers and sisters
make it work and it means so much to me that
we have this movement. If these oppressors know
our lessons and remedies for the oppression we
hope to stop, it will be so much harder for us to
stand against this imperialist movement they run
daily.
“Just because they say they want to help does
not mean that’s their goal. See when they start
sentencing whites to harsh treatment as they do
our people daily and blanket the way we are oppressed then I can say their actions show they
want to help us. It’s not the case of wanting to
help us. It’s about them gaining intel on our
movement, so for that I disagree with any movement of this struggle joining forces with oppressive white groups.”

Both these writers express concerns that underline our position against coalition-based organizing in favor of building united fronts. Below
we explain the difference between united front
and coalition organizing, and we encourage our
readers to write in with your thoughts if you think
this distinction would resolve the concerns presented above. Below we make generalitizations
about the two modes of collaboration, but of
course there may be some coalitions that operate
more similar to a united front and vice versa.
In united front organizing, various organizations come together to work on a specific goal or
project. All the organizations maintain their independence, which is a very important distinction
from coalition building. So in a united front, white
supremacist groups could maintain their bigoted
views and their ultimate goal to undermine our
self-determination. At the same time, liberatory
organizations maintain our politics of anti-imperialism, anti-amerikkkanism, equality for all, etc.
On the other hand, in the coalition model, the
groups are supposed to agree on and uphold the

...Continued from page 1

...White Nationalism

that the current imperialist order is one that puts
whites in a position of supremacy, then we must
conclude that any position that works to preserve
that system is white nationalist. Or we may say
Amerikan nationalist to avoid confusion when its
proponents do not appear white. But even though
some internal semi-colony people are sitting at
the table, globally, white supremacy in the form
of Amerikan hegemony is alive and well.

Initially, the question of how and when to strategically ally with white nationalists is a broad
one, as it refers to how we might ally with the
majority of people in North America. But within
that majority there are different classes and political tendencies. And white nationalist prisoners
may be at the top of the list of likely allies from
that group.
Another argument for the importance of working with the white lumpen is the Marxist analysis
of the lumpen as a particularly dangerous, wavering class. If this country is heading in a more fasideology of the coalition, which usually forces the
more progressive groups to water down their line
on the issue. Talking points are chosen and orgs
in the coalition are supposed to stick to the talking points.
For example, if we enter into a united front
with a prison reformist group which has a goal
of reforming the prison system within capitalism,
we will not tell them that they must agree with the
need to overthrow capitalism in order to resolve
the problems they are trying to fix. They also can’t
force us to advertise that a series of reforms, while
keeping capitalism and U.$.A. intact, is what we
need to end oppression within prisons. Each organization is able to push the agenda of the united
front (in this case, that Amerikan prisons are terrible) while putting our own analysis on the issue.
In a coalition on the same topic, there is usually a
greater unity of political line, which often means
the line of the most progressive orgs are put on the
back back back burner. All the groups don’t agree
we need a revolution, so revolution is not allowed
in the campaign.
To the writer in Virginia’s concerns, about the
security of our movement if we allow oppressornation lumpen organizations to gain intel on our
inner-functions, we believe that first an accurate
assessment must be made to figure out if these
groups actually do have a genuine interest in the
goals of the collaboration. If that assessment is
accurate, then working together in a united front,
focused specifically on a particular goal or task,
should help protect us from these attacks because
the information that needs to be shared is much
more limited. The level of unity required is much
more limited. The conversation is focused on
“what will we do about this one particular problem?” and each group’s practical contribution to
the campaign is left to itself to carry out.
So we disagree with the Delaware comrade’s
definition of a united front as being united on all
points. Instead we see it as united against a spe-

cist direction, white nationalist lumpen youth and
former military will be the first bases of recruitment for the fascists. This concern applies to the
lumpen in general, but the national split makes it
a harder sell for the internal semi-colonies to take
up fascism. As always, our strategy is to win over
all who can be won over, not to set false limitations based on identity politics or preconceived
assumptions.
More so than former military, the white
lumpen have connections to the struggles of the
oppressed. And it is the massive prison system
in this country that we can largely thank for that.
The modern prison system is an inherent part of
the modern ghetto, which has been lumpenized.
While segregation is stronger today in many cases
in the ghettos, it is weaker outside of the ghetto.
This translates into a stronger class divide within
the oppressed nations. The extent of this divide
in the white nation is something that requires
more research. But from the information we have,
white prisoners are much, much more likely to
integrate into petty-bourgeois society rather than

Continued on next page..

cific enemy or to achieve a specific goal. But let’s
disregard the semantics for a moment, and ask if
these comrades believe we should still not work
with oppressor-nation lumpen orgs, even if we
use an independence-based united front model?
Why or why not, and what examples can we look
to to help us make this analysis? Would we be
able to achieve our goals even if we have a policy
to never have tactical unity with oppressor-nation
groups?
More on security. Obviously snitches are dangerous to revolutionaries. However, people can
be reformed. It is possible someone in prison got
a reduced sentence for ratting out someone else.
But once in prison they might come into contact
with revolutionaries who educate them on the importance of unity amongst the oppressed and they
are self-critical about their actions and resolve to
never act against the oppressed again. We should
not shun this persyn forever, but instead embrace
encourage their transformation and embrace genuine change.
We also call out the question of “convicted
and known” rapists. Who is doing the convicting?
Why do we trust the criminal injustice system to
tell us who is a rapist? New Afrikan men accused
of raping white wimmin are likely to be convicted, regardless of the facts. Accepting conviction
as truth is something every prisoner knows to be
dangerous. And so we ask why this conviction is
an acceptable measure for rape? Of course anyone
who advocates gender oppression or believes it
is their right to sexually assault others will have
fundamental disagreements with us. But we can’t
just trust the state to tell us who are our friends
and who are our enemies.
It is perhaps one of the biggest challenges
for the oppressed to build a united front against
a principal enemy, overcoming the divisions put
on us by the imperialists, and identifying allies
even in the face of significant and fundamental
disagreements over certain important issues.

Under Lock & Key No. 55
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be caught in a ghetto-like situation upon release.
But as long as they remain in prison, whites do
experience that ghetto life and the most brutal repression that we have in this country.

Young Patriots, White Lumpen Revolutionaries
One of the best examples we have of white
lumpen youth forming an anti-imperialist organization was the Young Patriots Organization, which
started in Chicago in the late 1960s. Soon the offshoot Young Patriots Party spread the movement
to other parts of the United $tates. Their example
demonstrated both the potential and limitations of
such an organization. As long as there are pockets of whites that face similar conditions to the
oppressed nations, as they do in prison, a revolutionary organization that can speak to and organize white lumpen will strengthen the cause of
anti-imperialism. However, the Black Panthers,
in particular Bob Lee and the leadership of Fred
Hampton, played a very hands-on role in the development of the Young Patriots. In general history does not lead us to expect revolutionary white
organizations with correct political lines to take
hold in North America without good examples
from the internal semi-colonies.
Even after becoming established, the Young
Patriots were very limited by the reactionary
nature of their own nation. The Patriot base was
displaced southern whites who ended up in urban ghettos; a much smaller group, but parallel
to the New Afrikans who made the Great Migration. When the Patriots returned to the south they
were not received well. Two of the members were
killed shortly after returning to the south, because of their organizing.(1) In other words, we
are looking at exceptions to the rule where there
are pockets of whites who are both separate from
the oppressed nations but still living very similar
lives and in proximity to them. When Peggy Terry
of the Young Patriot-associated organization Jobs
or Income Now (JOIN) ran for vice president,
with Black Panther Eldridge Cleaver as the presidential candidate in 1968, they received a mere
28,000 votes in California. In contrast, the openly
racist George Wallace campaign got 500,000 (almost exclusively white) votes.(2) And finally, for
most of their existence the Patriots had more spies
watching their organization than they had members.(3) This security issue is something others
have pointed out with white nationalist lumpen
organizations in prison that can be swimming
with federal agents.(see page 17)
Often the Panther rhetoric spoke of the Young
Patriots as representing "white power" in a way
that was parallel to the Panthers' "Black Power"
and Young Lords' "Brown Power". While we generally disagree with that line, the Panthers later
called out all other white groups as "fascists" with
the exception of the Patriots. The Patriot culture
flew in the face of the rest of the white anti-war
and student movements, including their confederate flag logo. We might draw a parallel to the
Lucasville prison uprising in Ohio in 1993, where
it is reported that swastikas, lightning bolts and
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words like "Supreme White Power"
appeared alongside graffiti throughout the prison saying "Black and
White Together" and "Convict unity."(4) These white identities, historically associated with power over
New Afrikans were transformed in
these unique circumstances.

Racism as a Tool of the Oppressor
MIM(Prisons) is cautious about
presenting racism as merely a tool of
the imperialists to divide "the people"
as that is the line of the revisionists
who claim that the majority of people
in the imperialist countries are proletarians that must be united in their
common class interest. As the practice
of the Young Patriots demonstrated,
this is not the case. However, in prisons is where we see the greatest potential for a class unity with whites that is
progressive in the United $tates. And
in prison, it is certainly true that racism is a tool that is actively used by
the administration, even if often times
white nationalists are too willing to
play the role of keeping other prisoners in line for the state.
Of course, not all white prisoners are part of
overtly racist lumpen organizations. FormerBlack-Panther-turned-anarchist Lorenzo Komboa
Ervin documented the history of the federal penitentiary at Terre Haute, Indiana, which was transformed from a completely Ku Klux Klan-dominated facility to one where New Afrikans built
power in alliance with white prisoners. Ey argues
that the anti-racist whites, often imprisoned for
anti-war activities, were able to re-educate other
white prisoners where non-white prisoners would
not be able to.(5) This is an example of the importance of white-specific organizing, though not on
the basis of an outward white nationalism.
We must reach people where they are at in a
segregated society. We saw this with the Panthers
in Chicago who were viewed with great skepticism
by the white residents of Uptown, but were welcomed by the Young Patriot leadership. We saw
this in Lucasville, where the New Afrikan leaders
picked Aryan Brotherhood member George Skatze to stand with them as a representative of white
prisoners because of eir history of settling disputes
between whites and New Afrikans.
"At some point on this first day George saw a
black inmate (Cecil Allen) talking through a bull
horn to a small crowd of other prisoners. George
went up to listen. To his surprise the man on the
bull horn pointed to George and said, 'There's
nobody going to be talking to you guys but me
or this man right here,' meaning George Skatze.”
Accepting their request for help, Skatze later
"approached the whites, who were sitting in the
bleachers. Putting his arm around a black inmate
George said, 'If the guards come in here they're
going to shoot us all, no matter what color we are.'
We asked George who that black man was. He
said, I don't know; I had never met him before."(6)

Veteran of the first wave of the California prison movement, Kumasi describes one scene in the
late 1960s where hundreds of prisoners circled
around the yard chanting, "Power to the people!
Death to the pigs!" Approaching the group of
white gangsters on the sidelines ey framed the
situation as "are you going to be with us or with
the pigs?" And since the reality reflected eir statement, they sure didn't want to be seen as siding
with the pigs. As the whites started to join the
ranks of the protestors, Kumasi grabbed one of
their hands and raised it in the air as they faced
the warden. In a segregated society this sort of
representation of different nationalities can have
powerful effects.
Kumasi has a number of stories about organizing across nationality. Similar to today, the
California system was very segregated back then.
Various white power and nazi gangs existed, as
they do today. The united fronts Kumasi forged
with these groups were not long-term and could
be quite impulsive. It was really the strength of
eir own organization that pushed others to come
along. A justification of the line that building up
one's own national unity helps build up the united front. Because the movement for change had
reached such popularity and support among New
Afrikans, it was easier to get the Chican@s to join
up (who had not yet been divided between north
and south).
A USW comrade has this to say about organizing in California today:
“There has been times when we’ve done alliances with white nationalist groups in prison.
Any time we had a common goal, say shutting
down SHUs, or removing informants off yard, assistance with legal work and what not.

Continued on page 9...
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The Enemy of my Enemy
by a Federal prisoner
February 2017

Regarding the question of united front alliances with white nationalist groups, there are pros
and cons to working with other groups. I have
been writing to MIM(Prisons) for a few years
now and enjoy reading ULK. I am pretty much
my own one-man army. I do not ask others to do
things I will not do myself.
I am in a Federal Penitentiary in Tuscon, Arizona. This is a sex offender, gang drop out, Protective Custody yard. I am not here by choice. I
am a registered sex offender for indecent exposure
in a bar. Even though charges were dropped I was
forced to register and now I am still fighting that
case in the state. I am in Federal prison for charges
that were unrelated to the state charge. This yard
does not have politics that other yards have. We
still have politics, but not to the extreme. The chow
hall is racially segregated but a man can sit wherever he wants. The point I'm trying to get at is I
could leave this yard and go back to an active yard
most likely and get killed for being a registered sex
offender even though the charges were dropped.
That's politics. Now there is a lot of sex offenders
and homosexuals, rats, and dropouts. Everyone is
here for a reason. I have been on active yards and
a lot of times, in fact most of the time, a person is
putting his life on the line for someone who is just
a piece of shit or a dope fiend. I no longer use dope
and do not use dope in prison.
I grew up in the west from Montana to Arizona
in the heart of the Aryan nation, an enforcer for
the Aryan Brotherhood with the old saying if it
ain't white it ain't right. I was a blind kid but a
good soldier. At 41 years old I am now my own
man. I have never left my brothers but I no longer

fight that fight of hatred. There are pros and cons
to working with other groups.

I have a question: are there no Maoists who
are sex offenders or snitches? Do the Maoists
choose to work with other groups or try to convert other groups to Maoism? It is one thing to
work with a different group to achieve the same
goal. I am an individual in a group and my goals
as an individual are not always the same goals as
the group. My goal is freedom from an oppressive
corrupt government and it does not matter whether it is the USA or Russia, oppression is oppression, corruptness is corruptness and this should be
stopped. We all belong to different groups even
the groups that feel the need to oppress others?
The enemy of my enemy is my ally. United
Front for Peace!
This is no longer about politics or what group
a person belongs to. I am an independent Aryan
Brother and I support the Maoist Internationalist
Ministry of Prisons and the struggle of incarcerated people. (I do not like to use the word inmate
or convict or any other word for prisoner that is
used to take a person's personal power. These
words make people feel powerless, hopeless, and
this is not true.) We are people, humans. We have
families, friends, just like everyone else.
MIM(Prisons) responds: This is an interesting
letter about united fronts because it comes from
someone representing two of the groups that we
are often told to never ally with, and ey raises
questions from the other side. First on the question of sex offenders, this writer demonstrates
why trusting the state's label of "sex offender" is
as bad as trusting the state's label of "criminal."
We must decide for ourselves which individuals
are allies and which are enemies.

A Case for Unity with Reactionary Nationalist Organizations
by a Washington prisoner
October 2016

These white Christian organizations support those
organizations who are neo-Nazi by nature.

Is there ever a time when we would unite with
reactionary oppressor-nation lumpen organizations in a united front for peace in prisons?

The ideologies of both of these styles of organizations are centered around the philosophy
of one being "white." Yet, you do find exceptions
to this way of thinking. However, you generally discover that their mottos revolve around the
principle of "if you ain't white, you ain't right."
This ideology holds not only the connotation of
the color of your skin is important, but likewise
so are your ethical, moral, and religious beliefs.
This, in itself implies that you are never going to
be on an equal status with them.

This particular question is one that contains
within itself a set of extremely complex issues
concerning the ideology of these types of groups
or organizations. It is only after we examine these
issues that we can make an intelligent informed
decision concerning this question of uniting with
a reactionary-oppressor organization in prison.
We know that at their very core a large percentage of these groups are deeply rooted in their
beliefs in Adolf Hitler and/or the Nordic Gods, or
they are rooted in the distorted beliefs of so called
"white Christianity" (ie the KKK or the Church of
Jesus Christ, Christian, etc.). All of their gods are
considered to be extremely Aryan and will only deal
with or help those who are white Aryan people unless it benefits them. Those who hold to the ideals
of "white Christianity" have merely reconstructed
the Holy Bible to fit their views of white supremacy.

These white nationalists live by a 14 word
creed "we must secure the existence of our race
and the future of white children." They likewise
live by what they call the 88 precepts which create a vision of superiority for the white race.
Both morally and ethically the vast majority of
white nationalist organizations find it extremely
difficult to honestly and openly reach out to others
with a spirit and agenda of true peace. This is due
to the basic core of their beliefs that have been

On the question of white nationalists and allies, this writer still runs with eir group but apparently has significant disagreements with them
if ey also supports ULK and MIM(Prisons). This
is an excellent example of uniting all who can be
united against the criminal injustice system. We
know that the Aryan Brotherhood is fundamentally opposed to the liberation of oppressed nations.
Just as the Communist Party of China knew that
the Kuomindang was fundamentally opposed to
communism. But in China before the revolution
was successful, there was an opportunity to build
an alliance against Japanese imperialism, the
principal contradiction at the time. And we have a
similar opportunity to build an alliance against the
criminal injustice system within prisons. While
certainly a smaller scale than the united front in
China, our common enemy in prisons offers the
opportunity for alliances with groups that will, in
other battles, be our enemy. And it's also possible
we will win over some folks from these groups
who, like this writer, believe that "oppression is
oppression...and this should be stopped."
This comrade mentions Russia, perhaps as a
random example. But talking about Russia and
oppression is becoming a hot-button topic in the
United $tates today. This anti-Russia fervor is, as
always, tied up with Amerikan nationalism. It is
being used to attack the current Trump regime in a
way that threatens the world with inter-imperialist
and even nuclear war. Russia was once part of the
Soviet Union, which under Lenin and Stalin was
socialist. But after Stalin died in 1952 the country
moved quickly to take up state capitalism. And
capitalism is a system that thrives on oppression
and corruption. But the anti-Russia revival in the
United $tates should not be mistaken for anti-imperialism, rather it is nationalist rallying for the
biggest most dangerous imperialist power in the
world – the United $nakes.
hammered into them since they were young. They
have been taught to use other races, groups, organizations or individuals to gain their advantages
for the betterment of themselves and once they
are finished with them they simply jettison them
and move on to their next victim.
Having presented the above to you the informed reader, I now remind you that we as individuals and a movement must never forget that
the best method for change concerning these
types of groups and organizations is to openly and
honestly invite them to participate in the process
for peace. If we diligently allow them to become
actively involved in the process then perhaps their
hearts and minds will be opened to the truth.
We must never let ourselves succumb to the
way of thinking that we are better than others.
We must steadfastly remain inclusive of everyone
around us. Always remember that if we can affect one mind, just one heart, then indeed we have
made a great step for all mankind.
Through slothfulness and unawareness we do
surely die. Through strength, honor, courage and
vigilance we surely do survive!

Continued on next page..
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To Identify as White is to Identify as Oppressor
by a California prisoner
February 2017

I would like to address the question if there should be a united front alliance
with white nationalist groups. I am all for aligning with other groups who face oppression and who share the same goals. When it comes to white nationalist groups
first a few things must be clarified. First question is who and what is "white." White
is scientifically not a racial group. Also do whites in prison and the world face the
same systematic oppression as people of color? Lastly looking at history how has
interactions between whites and people of color effected the non-white groups in a
positive way?
The question on "who and what is white?" has an elusive answer especially right
here in the United $tates. Since 1790, the United $tates has allowed only "free white
persons" to become citizens; in the twentieth century as non-European immigrants
applied for citizenship it became the responsibility of the courts to set limits upon
whiteness. George Dow, a Syrian immigrant, was denied eligibility for citizenship
on the basis that geography defined race; to be white was to be European. Dow
eventually won on appeal, showing that Syrians were indeed Europeans based on
geography and thus members of the white race. In 1922, a Japanese immigrant
named Takao Ozawa argued that he should be considered a white person because
his skin was literally white, asserting that many Japanese people were "whiter than
the average Italian, Spaniard, or Portuguese." His case would go all the way to the
Supreme Court, which rejected his claim to citizenship and the idea that race could
be determined by skin tone: "To adopt the color test alone would result in a confused
overlapping of races and a gradual merging of one into the other, without any practical line of separation," claimed one judge.
Using the science of the day, the court ruled that "the words 'white person' are
synonymous with the words 'a person of the Caucasian race'." Since Ozawa was not
a Caucasion, he could not be white. In only a short time later, in the case of an Indian
immigrant named Bhagat Singh Thind, the Supreme Court betrayed its Ozawa ruling
and declared that while all whites are Caucasian, not all Caucasians were white.
Even scientists classified Thind as undeniably Caucasian, but the court insisted that
"White" must mean something more. "It may be true that the blond Scandinavian
and the brown Hindu have a common ancestor in the dim reaches of antiquity, but
the average man knows perfectly well that there are unmistakable and profound
differences between them today." To prove his purity, Thind invoked the Aryanist
myth of ancient white conquerors setting up the caste system to preserve their race.
"The high-class Hindu" he argued, "regards the aboriginal Indian mongoloid in the
Continued on next page..
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MIM(Prisons) responds: This is an interesting commentary on uniting with white
nationalist organizations because it comes to the same conclusion we have come to,
but for different reasons. We agree that the United Front for Peace in Prisons can
include reactionary organizations. It is true that sometimes through a united battle
we can educate others and change their minds to a more progressive viewpoint.
But we must be clear that we only unite with reactionary organizations when we
have common goals and enemies, and when this unity might serve to push forward
the battle with our principle enemy. Just as the Chinese communists allied with the
Kuomindang in the war against the Japanese imperialists in spite of the Kuomindang previously attacking the communists and expressing significant disagreement,
antagonism and aggression against the communists. At that time the principal task
of the movement was to get the Japanese occupiers out of China. And the Kuomindang was an organization of Chinese nationals and so they shared this goal with the
communists. Once that was accomplished the communists knew they would then
need to fight the Kuomindang, but it did not make sense to divide the anti-Japanese
forces and take on both battles at once.
Similarly we see our principal task being best advanced by building peace and
unity among prisoner organizations so that we can all focus our fight on the criminal
injustice system. This doesn't mean we expect white supremacist organizations to
be won over to the side of the oppressed. But we can have principled unity with
these organizations as we focus on a common enemy. We will not compromise our
views or pretend to agree with them politically. And in this principled unity we may
win over a few from the ranks of these white nationalist organizations who begin to
see the correctness of our political positions.
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Temporary Alliances from History
by MIM(Prisons)
March 2017

There are some good examples of united fronts between oppressed and reactionary groups in the history of the United $tates.
Some of which ended up serving the interests of the oppressed and
some which ultimately hurt the oppressed. We find a few of these
examples described well in the book 500 Years of Indigenous Resistance by Gord Hill.(1)
First the case of the fight between the British and the emerging
United $tates of Amerika.
"In 1812, using the pretext of Native raids along its norther frontier from British territories, U.S. forces attempted to invade British
North America. Here again, Britain's colonial policies proved effective; an alliance of Native nations (who had their own interests
in full implementation of the 1763 Proclamation [which prohibited
settlement west of the Appalachian mountains following the French
and Indian War]) and European settlers succeeded in repulsing the
U.S. expansion."(p. 29)

As we have seen since 1812, the victory of the United $tates in
the Revolutionary War did not serve the interests of the First Nations. So the First Nations definitely chose the right side in this battle, even though the British surely had no real interest in supporting
the rights of the First Nations beyond what was necessary to gain
their support. This is an example of identifying the principal enemy
and building alliances against that enemy, even if those alliances are
with groups that would be enemies in other circumstances.
Another example is found in the U.$. Civil War, which was used
by Afrikan slaves to fight for their freedom. It was not a case of
whites going to war to help end slavery, but Afrikans were in a position to force this issue to the forefront.
"The beginning of the U.S. Civil War in 1861 posed various
problems for the northern Union ruling class. Not only was the war
for the preservation of an expanding continental empire, but it also
opened up a second front: that of a liberation struggle by enslaved
Afrikan peoples. With a population of four million, the rising of
these Afrikans in the South proved crucial in the defeat of the Confederacy. By the tens of thousands Afrikan slaves escaped from the
slavers and enlisted in the Union forces. This massive withdrawal
of slave-labour hit the Southern economy hard, and the Northern
forces were bolstered by the thousands."(2)

In the aftermath of the Civil War, Afrikans in the South correctly
identified a shift in their principal enemy. It was no longer time to
ally with Union forces. With the ending of the war these slaves were
about to lose their bargaining position as fighters in the Union army.
"Towards the end of the War in 1865, those Afrikans who did not
escape began a large-scale strike following the defeat of the confederacy. They claimed the lands that they had laboured on, and began
arming themselves – not only against the Southern planters but also
against the Union army. Widespread concerns about this 'dangerous position' of Afrikans in the South led to 'Black Reconstruction';
Afrikans were promised democracy, human rights, self-government
and popular ownership of the land. In reality, it was a strategy for
returning Euro-American dominance...."(p. 40)

This shift resulted in a better deal for former slaves than they
would have got by just passively sticking with their unity with the
North. But it shows the need to complete the New Afrikan war for
liberation from the United $tates to achieve the basic goals of the
Afrikan soliders who freed themselves from slavery. Different conditions will require reevaluation of who is our principal enemy and
what are appropriate united front strategies at the time.
Note:
1. Gord Hill, 500 Years of Indigenous Resistance, PM Press, 2009. Contact PM Press
at PO Box 23912, Oakland, CA 94623.
2. No page number available for this citation.
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same manner as the American regards the negro."
With all that Thind was denied citizenship. Within
the category of "Caucasian," the court noted one
could find a wide range of peoples including South
Asians, Polynesians, and even the Hamites of
Africa based upon their Caucasian cast of features,
though in color they range from brown to black.
For reasons not articulated the court decided Thind
was not white, and therefore not granted privileges
of the white empire.
That the Supreme Court could reject a whiteskinned Japanese because he was not Caucasian
and a brown-skinned Caucasian because he was
not white reveals that white people have made
race what it has always been: an unscientific and
inconsistent means of enforcing social inequality
that further rules the machines of global white
supremacy. This machine is what gives birth to
capitalism and imperialism and other oppressive
factions. So basically whiteness is whatever
white people say it is. So by white nationalist
groups even identifying themselves as white
places them in a privileged position in the global
white supremacy machine. It is no secret why
someone would want to identify as "white,"
especially in the United $tates where there is
undeniably a caste system based on skin color.
With whiteness comes privilege and a sense of
entitlement. Yes, I know there are white comrades
who are being oppressed also but it is not solely
based on their skin color or ethnic group. They
are basically collateral damage of the capitalistic
and imperialistic system that comes from global
white supremacy. White people make up around
11% of the world's population yet at least 82%
of the world's population is in some fashion
being oppressed by the global white supremacy
machine. Are white nationalist groups really
ready to give up their whiteness to stand for
true revolution even if that means in the process
whiteness will no longer exist?
History shows that those of us who fight for
revolution have aligned ourselves with white
groups and white individuals who claim they seek
change too. In the midst of this, problems usually occurred. Most notably is with William Lloyd
Garrison. Garrison, a white man, can be labeled
as a true revolutionist of his time. As an abolitionist he spoke out against slavery and demanded full
racial equality even before the Civil War. He also
publicly burned the U.$. constitution, calling it an
"agreement with hell." Garrison seemed like the
white nationalist who wanted to join the fight but
he still couldn't escape his sense of privilege and
superiority. This moment came when Frederick
Douglass, Garrison's protégé, told Garrison that
he wanted to start a newspaper. Garrison, fearful
that Douglass would draw black readers away
from his own paper and hurt that Douglass would
even think of competing against him, discouraged
the plan. Another white abolitionist in Garrison's
camp, Maria Weston Chapman, even doubted
Douglass could have the mental capacity for such
a task. Douglass went ahead and started his newspaper which ended his friendship with Garrison.
Garrison, though he wanted to help, could not see
that the revolution was not about him but about

On Prisons & Prisoners

MIM(Prisons) seeks to build public opinion against Amerika’s criminal injustice system, and to
eventually replace the bourgeois injustice system with proletarian justice. The bourgeois injustice system imprisons and executes a disproportionately large and growing number of oppressed
people while letting the biggest mass murderers – the imperialists and their lackeys – roam free.
Imperialism is not opposed to murder or theft. It only insists that these crimes be committed in the
interests of the bourgeoisie.
All U.$. citizens are criminals – accomplices and accessories to the crimes of U.$. oppression
globally until the day U.$. imperialism is overcome. All U.$. citizens should start from the point of
view that they are reforming criminals.
MIM(Prisons) does not advocate that all prisoners go free today; we have a more effective program for fighting crime as was demonstrated in China prior to the restoration of capitalism there
in 1976. We say that all prisoners are political prisoners because under the dictatorship of the
bourgeoisie, all imprisonment is substantively political. It is our responsibility to exert revolutionary leadership and conduct political agitation and organization among prisoners – whose material
conditions make them an overwhelmingly revolutionary group. Some prisoners should and will
work on self-criticism under a future dictatorship of the proletariat in those cases in which prisoners
really did do something wrong by proletarian standards.
the millions of people being oppressed. He still
had to be a white guy about the whole situation.
He took his sense of privilege and entitlement and
wanted to discourage another in his attempt to
add to the cause. So can white nationalist groups
align themselves with the United Front without
trying to make the fight solely about their ego?
Can the United Front hold the fight when aligned
with white nationalist groups without having fear
of offending white people when truths are spoken
against capitalism, imperialism and global white
supremacy when it puts the collective of white
people in a negative light?
Lastly how have groups who are predominately non-white benefited in the past when
coming into contact with whites? Historically
the relationship between non-whites and whites
has been one of colonization, genocide, slavery,
imperialism, and destruction. Though all nonwhite groups and cultures did not live in idyllic
golden ages before the coming of white people,
these elements weren't consistent, nor were they
typical, until the advent of white culture domination. This has been the consistent relationship of
white people with the world. So history shows the
consistent nature of white people when coming
in contact of non-white people has been one of
predatory and exploitative relationships.
Now some will say I'm being racist by stating these facts but consider the fact that people
of "hue" hence humans have been the most tolerant and accepting people you'll ever encounter
(sometimes to our detriment) and this premise of
exclusion came from white people themselves.
It is only us who are confused about where they
stand. Now yes there are those white individuals
and groups who attempt to confront and resist
these norms. Those who have attempted to do so
in earnest have learned these lessons the hard way.
White people who actively resist whiteness (and
all of its norms) are out-casted, disowned, and
reviled by other members of their own groups.
This is what defines the community and collective identity and not the individuals who know
that "treason to whiteness is loyalty to humanity."

So can white nationalist groups abandon their
whiteness and sense of privilege? If so then yes
United Front can align with them in some fashion.
Based on historic events it should be controlled
and constantly evaluated. Also whites need not to
hold hands with us and smile but reach in their
own communities and take the fight to their own
who actively and by default participate in the
global white supremacy machine which governs
capitalism and imperialism.
MIM(Prisons) responds: We agree with this comrade that to identify with whiteness is to identify
with an oppressor nation, and we therefore say that
Amerikans must commit nation (as well as class
and gender) suicide through their actions, in order
to join the side of humynity.
The example given of Garrison and Douglass is
a fine anecdote, but it is just an example of a couple
of people. So we would caution our readers to not
draw broad conclusions from isolated examples.
And there are books out there, like Settlers: The
Mythology of a White Proletariat by J. Sakai and
False Nationalism, False Internationalism by Sera
and Tani that do broader historical analysis of the
relationships between the oppressed nations in the
United $tates and various groups of "revolutionary" or "progressive" whites.
Both of those books are looking at imperialism,
or at least its emergence in the United $tates. Imperialism's identity is found in the conflict between
the oppressor nations and the oppressed nations
that resist them. While ideas of superiority based
on phenotypical characteristics (appearance) certainly did not originate with imperialism, it is with
imperialism that nation becomes principal. Therefore, we would reverse the author's premise that
the "[machine of global white supremacy] is what
gives birth to capitalism and imperialism and other
oppressive factions.” Marx and Lenin explained
the evolution of imperialism on economic terms,
while the culture and ideas that came with it were
a reflection of those economic changes. In other
Continued on next page...
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“The only way for this to function is by creating a different set of politiks/policies than those
used amongst the other LOs. As long as it does
not interfere with the LOs’ goals to end oppression. It is my opinion that even when dealing with
oppressor nation LOs we must keep a move ready
to be made once achieving certain goals due to
the history the oppressor nation LOs have and
because of their values as humans. We wouldn’t
like to see the LOs of the oppressed be set back
a step or two after gaining ground. I think that
even unity of some form can be achieved with
pariahs – taking into account what they’ve done
and what they are willing to do to not only redeem themselves but to benefit the struggle even
at the cost of sacrifice. There is a place, space,
form and energy for everyone in a struggle. It is
our responsibility to organize, learn, and organize again.”

What these histories demonstrate is that in
cases where the white nationalists aren’t completely in bed with the pigs, they tend to see themselves as prisoners and the pigs as their foes, like
everyone else. And it is the unity around demands
for all prisoners, ones that are nationality-neutral,
that we will see opportunities for united front.
So while national unity may need to come first,
class unity will always be important in the prison
movement.
White nationalism in general, whether of the
left-wing or right-wing variety, is based in an alliance with imperialism. But there are examples in
history of portions of the white population in the
United $tates who may have overt racist overtones
without the attachment to imperialism. Or at least
... Continued from previous page

...White Identity

words, which came first, racism or capitalism?
There were seeds of racism before imperialism, but
national oppression (the material manifestation of
racism) solidified as a system under the economic
conditions of imperialism. The ideas of racism, so
central to our society, are a product of this system
of national oppression that evolved with imperialism, not the cause of it.
In the struggle against white supremacy, capitalism, and imperialism, a united front does not
require agreement on every position, or even for
all parties to "stand for true revolution." In the
context of the prison movement, white nationalists might be serious about the struggle against
long-term isolation because their leaders are
just very likely to face this torture. In this case,
we'd suggest we should unite with these groups
to work on that campaign. In this issue of ULK
we have some examples in which such temporary
alliances for common interests as prisoners have
succeeded.
The question of how oppressor nation and oppressed nation revolutionaries should relate in
this country is a whole other question brought up
by this comrade. We will only address it briefly to
bring up some general points for further analysis.
The urge to unite with white people in the United
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with a mixed relationship to imperialism. And in
many cases this racism is more motivated by fear
of the other, or just self-protection than it is any
deep investment in racist ideology itself. The AB
comrade who wrote “The Enemy of my Enemy”
seems to be an example of this white nationalism
based in youthful ignorance.(see p. 6) And the experience of the prison system has given em the opportunity to learn about the lives of the oppressed,
and to live that life emself. George Skatze from Lucasville was also an example of this, someone who
stood with New Afrikan prisoners and literally put
eir life on the line in the struggle for prisoner rights
and then later at the hands of the state when ey was
one of the comrades who did not make a deal with
the state to avoid death row as some of the charged
prisoners did.
While others suggest we fight racism as a way
to end oppression, we say to fight oppression to
overcome racism. And in some cases oppression
itself will overcome racism, by uniting those once
divided by ideas of race. Our ideas are a product
of our material conditions, and in participating
in the transformation of our conditions our ideas
change.
Notes:
1. Amy Sonnie and James Tracy, 2011, Hillbilly Nationalists, Urban Race Rebels, and Black Power: Community Organizing in Radical Times, Melville House,
Brooklyn, p.100.
2. Ibid., p.63.
3. Ibid., p.89.
4. Race Treason Behind Prison Walls, 2006, Oak Root
Press, St. Louis, p.17.
5. Ibid., p.5.
6. Ibid., pp.18-19.
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Sex Offenders Reconsidered
by a Nevada prisoner
December 2016

I was sitting on tier speaking with a brotha on
an intellectual note on topics in your ULK 52 issue. The thing is neither of us ever seen your publication (any of them). After we were done another brotha handed me issue No. 52 on his way to
see the Sergeant over some writeups he got when
they hit his room. He told me "you'll like this!"
Now before we explore my reaction to your
publication you have to know the ground on
which I stand and the position I'm coming from.
I'm a sex offender. Believe it or not, not by choice,
but in the state of Nevada I knew that signing a
deal would be the only way to see light again.
Trial would be death.
I read your issue from front to back. The
whole time I was reading it I wanted to write to
you and tell you how I was waiting for something
like this to approach me. Then, I got to the last
page and read the upcoming themes. In No. 55 I
read "Would unity with pariahs such as snitches
or child molesters ever be appropriate?" Reading
that prompted me to switch my motive to speak
on this first hand. But before I can do that you
need to know a little about me.
I was raised very well with a loving family.
My academics always were "en punto." National
Honor Society – all that stuff. I spent 9 years in
the military. Leaving my family several times so
spoiled brats could remain safely at home with
Continued on next page...

$tates is a recurring theme due to the fact that the
white nation has been a majority population by
design since the founding of this country, and it's
hard to fight battles as the minority. As we know,
those numbers are projected to change in the notso-distant future. But even when euro-Amerikans
become the minority, will most oppressed nation
people be anti-imperialist? In current conditions
they are not, though great potential remains. As
we are currently in a non-revolutionary situation,
we think it is a reasonable organizing strategy to
avoid white people and white organizations altogether. There are plenty of oppressed nation people yet to be organized, and single-nation organizations have proven most effective in U.$. history
at building revolutionary movements.
As conditions become more revolutionary, if
forces in favor of revolution remain the minority in all nations in the United $tates, those who
avoided whites before may be tempted to address
this issue again. The Panthers organized with euro-Amerikans from a position of strength, so that
they largely avoided those euro-Amerikans harming their movement, especially in the early years.
Yet, Huey Newton found New Afrikans in a position of weakness due to their minority status that
led to eir proposal of the theory of intercommunalism. Fred Hampton's Rainbow Coalition and
Huey Newton's Intercommunalism demonstrate a
strong tendency in the Panther leadership to ap-

proach euro-Amerikans as potential allies in the
anti-imperialist united front similar to how they
approached other nations.
From Malcolm X to Stokely Carmichael to the
Panthers, New Afrikan revolutionaries have pushed
whites to organize their own. But how do they do
that? Some white organizations tried to mimic the
Panthers, but this was only viable in small pockets
of lumpenized whites. Other groups have provided
support structures to oppressed nations, where the
focus is on organizing whites to serve other nations. But we need something in between, where
white people can be leaders, applying and learning from the scientific method of building a revolutionary movement, but at the same time serving
other nations in ways that are against the interest
of their own. We don’t think whites can organize
on the same basis as the Panthers, because they
are on the opposite side of the principal contradiction. But we also don’t think relegating whites
to the kitchen is allowing them to develop politically, and it is therefore setting back progress. This
could be done on the basis of accountability and
self-criticism. It could also incorporate shared selfinterest in opposing environmental destruction and
war. But a truly revolutionary current among euroAmerikans will likely not gain much traction until
the oppressed nations have progressed the struggle
to a stage that is more advanced than it is today.
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Combating Gossip, and Setting Examples to Build the UFPP
by a comrade of United Struggle from Within
January 2017

This will be my full account of my evolvement with the organizing of peace between all
prisoners, be they independent citizens of this
yard or members of lumpen groups or organizations. Many prisoners have been involved in the
processes that will be disclosed, to ensure their
safety their names won't be mentioned in this
report. All circumstances are well known by the
prisoner population on this yard (C yard @ Tehachapi) and can therefore be verified easily by
asking and requesting anyone who receives ULK
on this yard. Before starting I want to give shouts
out to United Front for Peace in Prisons (UFPP),
because I hold your principles and am inspired by
your scientific methods. As a 5%er I give all due
respects to the teachings of the Nation of Gods
and Earths (NGE) for my Free dome and clear
sight which allows me to live in a non-fictional
...Continued from previous page

...Sex Offenders

theirs. I have an Associates Degree, I'm semifluent in Spanish, I'm halfway through obtaining a
paralegal certificate from Blackstone, I'm a writer,
and I'm Black.
I will not defend child molesters or snitches
but I want to shed some light on sex offenders
in general – since I am one. I have five kids so I
know the need to protect my babies. Then I found
myself fighting for my life on the very subject that
I said I would kill someone over for messing with
my babies.
I had and have a different outlook now by my
circumstances and by removing my bias. After it
was evident I was coming to prison I decided to
help other sex offenders (SOs) fight their cases.
I obtained a client, a pisa, who couldn't speak
English well. I fine-tooth-combed his discovery.
There was no evidence but much hearsay. Despite
my help and a paid lawyer he received a kidnapping and sexual assault charge with a teen.
Sounds like a typical innocence story right?
Well, I have more detail that I can't tell you but
I believe he's innocent. There are more people in
here with similar innocence claims all over the
world but I wanted to get to a point in response to
your issue No. 55 question.
Prison has a caste system and SOs find their
way to the bottom. We are the lowest class in society and outside of society. I don't like calling
myself a sex offender. In fact, I'm not, but I'm labeled as one because my charge says that I am.
My circumstances of my charge won't allow me
to admit to being one. But it doesn't matter what I
think or say. I've noticed, in my time around other
SOs that they (most of them) made a mistake or a
bad choice. I'm not talking about rapists, but still,
I've met some very good people.
I've lived a very good life. I always been hard

reality, being awakened to the True Self which is
righteousness without fear. Also I would like to
thank ULK and MIM(Prisons) for providing revolutionary education for free, which has taught me
how to lead and helped me realize that I am a socialist with a revolutionary conscience. Thank all
the prisoners here at California Correctional Institution (CCI) who’s assisted me [nicknames omitted], Tha Numbers, Tha Old Black Vanguard and
a huge part of the New Afrikans and Chican@s.
I arrived here at CCI in mid-2016. Upon my
arrival I introduced myself as a member of the
NGE. I met several New Afrikans that were very
negative about the program here, C.O. culture,
prisoner treatment and a myriad of other complexities dealing with conflicts among prisoners.
The first persyn I came to know from a non-fictional reality is a member of one of the largest
street organizations in North America. Our first
conversations would become the foundation and
working, trustworthy, reliable, smart and loving.
I've learned a lot in the military especially from visiting foreign countries. Cambodia and Iraq taught
me a lot. Before now I never been in trouble with
the law. When I didn't have I still gave. And I still
do. I run store in my unit but it's not for me. The
profit takes care of who I choose, who I believe is
the less fortunate. If somehow I can make one person see that sex offenders are human, I made a difference. I would like to be a force to help unite all.
The sex offender label shouldn't disqualify people
in a movement bigger than us because if it does –
would that really be socialism?
MIM(Prisons) responds: “Sex offenders” in
general are seen as pariahs who can't be touched,
and certainly can't be part of a progressive movement. But as this comrade points out, people are
labeled as sex offenders by our enemies, and we
have no reason to take their word for it. How
many people behind bars are unjustly sentenced
or even innocent? Why do prisoners know this is
true for people convicted of other crimes, but condemn all convicted sex offenders on the word of
the criminal injustice system?
Our society encourages rape. Movies, music,
advertising, porn, it's all teaching coercion and sex.
Rape is coerced sex, and in a patriarchal society
it's impossible to set up a relationship where both
people are totally equal. There are differences in
income, social status, beauty, educational achievement, etc. etc. All these things have become part
of what people find attractive and we are indoctrinated to believe these inequalities are sexy.
We don't let people off the hook for knowingly
committing violence against other people. But we
also know that people are a product of their culture
and we need to push for the re-education of people
if we hope to build a society where all people truly are equal. Because of this, we must also judge
people based on what they do, and not a label put
on them by the criminal injustice system. We agree
with this writer that people make mistakes, and that
they can change. 

conduit for many actions that followed. His assessment of the yard has proven to be invaluable,
though bleak when he spoke of the mental deadness of our people; meaning the Black prison population on the yard. Blind, deaf and dumb with no
concept of organization or unity. This comrade is
indispensable to the prosperity, growth, and development of this yard's prisoner on just about every level. His advice is most valuable now as ever.

To begin to address these conditions, I initiated the weekly services for everyone on the yard
who wants to attend as a place of unity, education
and true identity resurrection. From proposal to
acceptance it took one month, then from acceptance to being physically scheduled it took three
more weeks ending when we had the first NGE
service in November 2016.
At the same time this was being developed,
most people were saying this will never be accepted by the administration on this yard. Doubters
included prisoners, as well as Captains, Chaplains
and Correctional Officers. I persynally began circulating my verbal disapproval of two-on-one violence or group violence against one person. Simply
stating these actions won't be tolerated when acted
out against New Afrikans by other racial groups
nor by other New Afrikans on New Afrikan prisoners nor member of other races who are also prisoners regardless of charges and convictions issued
by the unlawful court system. By my understanding this position is backed by the BPP's 10 point
Continued on next page...

study to grow and win!

Depth of political understanding is one of the
factors that will determine whether we win our
struggle against oppression and imperialism. We
need to organize, and we need to be sure we’re
organizing with maximum results and correct
goals. Everyone’s political level must be raised!
correspondence study courses
The introductory study group studies a couple essays on prison economics in level 1, and some
basics on Maoism in level 2. Graduates can go
on to join our University of Maoist Thought, which
studies more advanced material. We encourage
prisoner-led study groups to also join our intro
correspondence study groups!
usw study groups
MIM(Prisons) supports USW-led study groups
by sending in books and study packs. Start by
studying this issue of ULK with someone. Tell
us what questions came up in your study, and
what topics you want to study next. If you keep
us updated on your group’s progress, we’ll keep
sending you study material.
free political books
We mail out political theory and history books,
magazines, and study packs in exchange for
political work or money. Our library includes a
wide variety of topics, from economics to organizing strategy to philosophy -- anything you’d
need to know to wage a successful struggle
against imperialism and all forms of oppression!
See page 2 for more on how to get free books.

Under Lock & Key No. 55
... Continued from previous page

...Gossip
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it becomes more of a persuasive cultural
Use ULK to Educate & Motivate spread
influence. Because in a disorganized and dys-

program demand #8.(1) This has become the new
norm through actions I will now describe.

by an Indiana prisoner
February 2017

On a day at the ass end of September 2016,
at the morning yard for the lower tier, I noticed a
dichotomy between a group of Aztlán known as
the Number and an elder from the New Afrikans.
Three members of the Number appeared to be attempting to jump physically this unknown elderly
New Afrikan when his cellie physically assisted
him ending the exchange of blows by walking
away and descending to the bottom of the yard.
All this happened in the direct view of the yard
Correction Officers without any response. After
my initial investigation of the occurrence turned
little information I migrated to the bottom of the
yard to build and better understand what I had
just witnessed. Upon speaking to a New Afrikan
soldier who we shall call Ty, me and him decided to get to the bottom of this matter. The elder
explained that the Number owed him and upon
confrontation about the debt verbally refused to
pay. That is when the elderly New Afrikan swung
his fist, hitting the debtor in the jaw, causing 3
members of the Number lumpen group to engage
him in physical battle. After the knowledge, me
and Ty decided to go and confront the Numbers,
to issue a formal notice that the jumping of any
New Afrikan would no longer be accepted and if
we cannot have an agreement we would go to war
at that moment. However, due to the magnetic energy all the New Afrikans on the yard mobilized
with unity and harmoniously walked as one to the
Numbers table at which time the aforementioned
decree was stated to the Numbers. They decided
peace was best for the yard at that moment and
minutes later came assuring the elderly New Afrikan he would receive what he was owed. They
apologized for the acts of aggression and the miscommunication.

The work of MIM(Prisons) through Under
Lock & Key is invaluable to those of us searching
for tools, methods and means for motivating the
stagnant prison masses or even segments of the
prison population. Because the work is informative and an avenue of outside support it is inspirational. Many of these individuals share very little
mutual interests that motivate their actions except
for their greed. Thus, to be able to spread a common literature throughout the cells and blocks is
a basic unifying instructive instrument. The same
way as prisoners are brought together to socialize
by pop-culture media, I've seen that Under Lock
& Key has the same potential.

During this time the Correctional Officers
stayed in their yard position but many prisoners
reported hearing them radio the tower to shoot
Blacks if violence was to occur. Many New Afrikans felt the power of unity that day and began a
positive dialogue due to being empowered by the
unity of that event. That day also respectful communication between New Afrikans and Numbers
were established including beginning dialogue
between white nationals of two different lumpen
groups in days to follow, which opened up the
door for me to begin to share the principles of the
United Front for Peace in Prisons with both major
groups. The NGE membership grew to 23 prisoners of a racially diverse demographic, mostly
New Afrikan but Aztláns and YT's joined too. I
shared white national books out of my collection
with the white nation lumpen group member and
believed we had strong lines of communication.
Over a month later, in November 2016, an
issue was made known to me about an alleged
thief of a radio supposedly by a New Afrikan who
had a history of mischief named KC. When word
got to me I was told the Aztláns were planning
to jump the New Afrikan, after sharing this with
my comrade it was decided that we would investigate in order to keep the peace. While playing
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Talking to egotistical and materialistic people
is less effective than giving them material to absorb themselves without being defensive and having the need to assert themselves. But what adds
to the effectiveness of the material is if it is wide
basketball someone had taken the radio off of the
sidelines where items had been sat inside owners'
shirts. My comrade believed KC to be the culprit,
which he denied. Voluntarily, all the New Afrikans stripped down to their boxers proving they
didn't have the property in question, lastly and
with little fuss KC stripped proving he didn't have
it. Then all the Aztláns likewise stripped proving
they didn't have it either. The victim still felt like
KC was guilty and wanted to fight. KC reluctantly
obliged and whipped him and peace was better
established stating New Afrikans won't turn down
no battle if requested but peace is desired.
Almost a month later a white national, who I
believed to be solid used our growing relationship
to lure KC away from myself, then attacked him
with a huge stone in a pillow case when his back
was turned. Needless to say his instant karma
manifested, KC was able to thwart this plot against
himself and turn the tide with a huge victory over
this extreme form of physical oppression and violent aggression. In days to follow white national
politics seemed to attempt to establish itself, with
whites telling Blacks they could not use pull up
bars near their table. On hearing this I spoke with
their known leaders and we all decided to end all
attempts at making C yard a racialized environment and instead work together on a proposal to
help create this yard into an honor yard. Vowing
to do away with weapon usage and to better establish open lines of communication in order to solve
interracial issues without violence.
There was an issue which touched home that
I must share with you now. One of the persyns
I most respect was accused of a savage crime
against his celly. At the time I was allowing him
to use my TV and a few CDs as was two other
comrades. Upon his arrest people began circulating rumors of his alleged guilt. Due to his conduct
and our developed closeness I persynally went to
those prophecizing against him and told them to
stop and desist. While he was being investigated
a white porter came into blame for what was by

functional state like Indiana basic buddy-cliques
are dominant, the most effective way to stir the
population as a whole is to infuse these buddycliques with the seeds they can use to grow. The
material can be used to inject enthusiasm, but
that enthusiastic fervor will subside and when it
does individuals' adolescent tendencies will reemerge because the ideas were never owned by
the individuals. However, by quietly distributing
the material and leaving individuals to ponder the
ideas alone, they'll begin to own the ideas and the
adolescent displays of rebelliousness for public
demonstration are never given the chance to receive the reward of public attention; things will
be based on substance.
Here I simply note the power of media and
the need to use it to create and influence cultural
ideas within cell blocks and prisons. There is a
single source where the vast numbers of prisoners receive their ideas about society and what
Continued on page 23...

then deemed missing property, that he the porter
had access to and had allegedly stolen. This was
based on the fact neither my TV nor all the CDs
and a CD player made it to R&R. He was blamed
and pressured to pay for two of the missing CDs
by someone of influence. During this time I found
out that the Building Officer had on his own taken
my TV out of this persyn's property before it even
left the building along with the CD player. I was
asked to protect the white porter by one of the
members of the original Black prisoners vanguard
party, which I agreed to. Then the Correctional
Officer returned my TV after keepin it almost two
weeks, which is not just unfair but it is unlawful and burglary by definition. I didn't know if the
white porter was guilty so I didn't charge him for
my CDs knowing that the comrade was innocent
and would be returning. Under threat and fear the
white porter paid a 16oz jar of coffee to the owner
of two missing CD's.
Well, I was right about the porter being innocent and the comrade because when he came back
the CDs were in his property which he returned
to their owners. The porter got his coffee back
and all the false prophets learned a valuable lesson and some even apologized for smutting the
comrade.
Now I have a monthly unity walk at yard
with an all inclusive New Afrikan peaceful unity
movement and I will have my first banquet in
February 2017, of which all the leaders of the different lumpen organizations have been invited to
attend. I will read UFFP principles at that time
and speak on United Prisoners (UP) its benefits
and how important it is to take the initiative in the
Change Movement.
Note:
1. Point 8 reads: "We Want Freedom For All Black
Men Held In Federal, State, County And City Prisons
And Jails. We believe that all Black people should be
released from the many jails and prisons because they
have not received a fair and impartial trial."
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Under Lock & Key is the main organizing tool of United Struggle from Within
(USW). This page details some of the active campaigns that USW is involved
in. Those who want to push the revolutionary struggle forward from behind
bars should get involved with USW by working on these campaigns, or initiating your own.

Aztlán unification

to their newspaper Under Lock & Key, and runs correspondence study courses.
Write to MIM(Prisons) for a free subscription.” Be sure to include our contact info
from page 1.
If you know someone who likes this newsletter, have em write to get eir own subscription. People are moved all the time and it’s better to get in contact when our
address is available than to lose your one contact who got it.

Plans for an educational campaign around the history of the Plan de San Diego
and the current need to unify Aztlán are under way. We’ve received a number of
responses with enthusiastic support. We have an outline of suggested actions for
the month of August, and plans to distribute an agitational flier. Attention artists: We
still need art for this flier. And we need more volunteers to distribute it and popularize
this campaign.Write in to MIM(Prisons) to get involved.

MISSouri prisoners demand access to courts

Ohio grievance guide

We Demand Our Grievances are Addressed

A comrade in Ohio with much experience writing successful grievances developed
a pamphlet full of advice on how to fight prison abuses using the administrative procedures, and how to win them. Send in a SASE for this grievance guide (Ohio only).

BUild a united front for peace in prisons

The principal contradiction that must be unraveled to address many of the problems
prisoners face is petty divisions that prevent unity. See pages 3 and 21 for more info
on what the UFPP is about and how you can get involved.

Spread Under Lock & Key

Our subscriber list grows in many ways: comrades passing around issues and lit;
sending us sign-up lists of new subscribers; getting ads in other prisoner publications;
and doing organizing work that attracts attention of the imprisoned masses. A basic
task you can do for USW is get people to subscribe to ULK. It is free for U.$. prisoners!
A very effective method is to ask other prison publications to run free ads for Under Lock & Key and MIM(Prisons)’s Free Political Books for Prisoners Program.
The ad could say something like “MIM(Prisons) is a revolutionary anti-imperialist
group fighting criminal injustice, and helping prisoners to organize and educate
themselves. Sends free political books and dictionaries, offers a free subscription

In Missouri, prisoners in administrative segregation are being denied legal material
unless they have an “active case.” Of course one needs to do research before an
active case can even begin, so this bureaucratic red tape is just another arbitrary
denial of access to courts, and a violation of the U.$. Constitution. Write in for the
petition, which can be easily adapted to any security level. (MO only)
If you are experiencing problems with your grievance process, such as delays, unanswered grievances, or harassment, you should join this campaign. Petitions are
available for Alaska, Arizona, Arkansas, California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Kansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Montana, *Nevada, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Oregon,
South Carolina, and Texas. Write in to get the petition for your state. If your prison’s
policies allow, give stamps or envelopes to your comrades inside to mail out the
petition. If you can’t make your own copies, then tell us why and we can send you
extras. Remember, you need to send them out to the administrators and politicians
yourself. MIM(Prisons) doesn’t have the resources to mail out the petitions for you.
Spread This Campaign - If your state is not currently covered by the grievance
campaign, volunteer to rewrite the petition to work for your state. We recently created a version that can be used country-wide, for people in county jails or who can’t
otherwise rewrite the petition.
Update This Campaign - If you participated in this campaign in the past, send us
a report on what happened. Even if no one ever responded to your petitions, that
is still useful information. Tell us how you used it to help organize others and build
group consciousness. (*NV recently got new grievance process regulations and the
petition needs updating!)

Expose Texas Denial of Access to Courts
by a Texas prisoner
March 2017

Estelle Unit operates a "cite only" method of
providing prisoners access to courts, requiring
prisoners to submit "cite specific requests" to Access to Courts (ATC) officials in order to receive
legal research materials. Courts have repeatedly
ruled cite-only access fails to satisfy constitutional de minimis, explaining it is unreasonable to
expect a doctor of jurispridence to request cites by
note, let alone a pro se laypersyn prisoner.
Recently I was told by law library staff a case
I cite-specifically requested didn't exist. I called
bullshit stating the Texas Criminal Practice
Guide, John Boston's and Dan Manville's Prisoners' Self-Help Litigation Manual, and Manville's
Prisoners' Disciplinary Self-Help Litigation
Manual don't lie. I was then threatened with disciplinary action. I invited such, desiring the denial
of access to courts be documented. The next day
when admitted to the so-called law library I was
confronted by the ATC Supervisor in possession
of the case at issue, and all kinds of papers for me
to sign, validating I had in fact received the cite
in question.
The very same day the above phantom caselaw was produced, I requested another case by
cite, and again told the case didn't exist. I then

set a trap. I have repeatedly trapped and caught
ATC pigs claiming specifically-requested case citations did not exist which do indeed exist. Case
in point: I requested a denial of access to courts
case per the Estelle "cite only" method. I was told
the case did not exist. I waited a short period,
then requested the supposed nonexistent case be
Shephardized, a method of cross-reference. At
the next day's so-called law library session the
Shephardized lexis.com download was presented
to me showing the case in question had been published in 1997. Priceless. Absolutely priceless.
Dumb blank faces blinking back at me.
MIM(Prisons) responds: The oppressors will
never give the oppressed the tools to overcome
their oppression. This anecdote is an example of
exactly why we believe we need to build a revolutionary movement to force the state to give up
its power, so we can put an end to Amerikkka's
prison system!

Attention Texas:

At least two comrades are pursuing litigation
about the denial of mail supplies for indigent
prisoners. If you have research compiled on
the history of Administrative Directives on this
topic, please send it to MIM(Prisons) at the address on page 1. Be sure to clearly mark your
letter for this purpose!

NV Further Restricts Grievance
Process in New Regulations
by a Nevada prisoner
January 2017

I am writing to update you on comrades
struggles against the Nevada Department of Corrections (NDOC) grievance process. I have been
fighting against the inmate grievance process as
employed by the NDOC for over a year now.
Last week, the caseworker came to my door and
informed me that all of my grievances had been
rejected as improper grievances due to a new Administrative Regulation (AR740) regarding grievances, which among other things states that:
1. Inmates cannot state more than one claim per
grievance,
2. Inmates may file no more than a single grievance in any 7 day period,
3. Those who violate these rules will face disciplinary action.
On this date, the case worker had over 300
grievances which were denied as improper. The
NDOC has implemented this revised AR740 to
circumvent inmate grievances so that they do not
have to address our concerns.
I, and others, will of course, continue our
struggle against the NDOC grievance process. If
Continued on next page...
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Regarding Daily Body Searches
by a California prisoner
January 2017

Today we Raza and Natives/others kicked off
the new year by exercising unity here in C Yard
(at California State Prison, Sacramento) by not
going to work or education at work center (head
quarters) of this yard. Other factions decided
not to participate because they care too much
about the 5-10¢ paying job they currently have
(Lumpen Aristocracy?).
This campaign we currently put into motion is
to stop the form of harassment these pigs use thru
daily body searches, i.e. x-ray body scan, strip
search, etc. before we go to school/work and before we leave. We know that we can stop at least
the x-ray scan from taking place for we will continue to refuse the x-ray scan and therefore work/
education. This is the recent flow here.
Persynally I believe that we should shut down
all movement but still go to Yard, programs and
accept our food. Just make the pigs do all the
work. That is the only way to make these pigs
fly. Even then, these forms of campaigns are at a
beginner step and might not be fully successful.
We should still engage and get a feel of the opposition. The only way we know how to deal with
an opposition is thru the motion of our resistance.
It is then that we'll know what we're up against
and to what extent they'll go. Not only this but we
learn on how to combat the beast. New views and
forms of tactics come from this. It is what we call
the dialectical-materialist theory of the unity of
knowing and doing.
... Continued from previous page

...Nevada

you or anyone else has any ideas on a path we
should take to get this issue to court, I would
appreciate it.
MIM(Prisons) responds: We do have a Nevada
grievance petition for use by prisoners to fight the
violation of First Amendment rights based on the
AR740 rules. We will need someone from Nevada to volunteer to re-write this petition to cite
the updated rules. But the bigger problem is that
these rules were changed to essentially limit the
ability of prisoners to file grievances, which of
course is required if we're going to demand these
grievances be addressed. This sounds like a case
that needs to be taken to court, and perhaps would
interest one of the legal advocacy organizations in
Nevada. Short of that we are stuck fighting within
their (arbitrary) rules.
This regulation change underscores our message that we're not going to beat the criminal injustice system at their own game. We can sometimes use their own rules and laws to gain small
victories, but in the end the courts and prisons are
set up to perpetuate the injustice system. We can
only win by organizing independent institutions
and dismantling this system.
Write to us for a copy of the old Nevada grievance petition if you can help update it based on
these new regulations.

March/April 2017
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Attention California:

United Kings Against Genocidal Environments ("KAGE") is having their §1983 lawsuit heard in
U.S. District Court, Northern District of California. The case is to challenge the shutting down of
their P.E.A.C.E. program at Pelican Bay State Prison (PBSP) by chaplain Alex Valnisky and Robert
Losacco, even though KAGE was recognized as a "religious activity group" there. Litigational support, declarations, and other documentary evidence are needed regarding the convicts who were and
are still housed on PBSP A and B yards subjected to this sort of implicit bias. You can send any documents or signed statements in support of these comrades to MIM(Prisons) at our address on page 1.
Make sure your documents are clearly marked for this purpose!

CCI Study Group Puts Theory Into Action, Organizing Unity Celebration
by a California prisoner
December 2016

I'm once again checking in from California
Correctional Institution (CCI). In 1966, Huey
Newton and Bobby Seale planted the seeds of
the Black Liberation movement in Oakland. The
seeds they planted rapidly spread to the rest of the
United States and now years later we're fighting
for the same things as the Panthers.
We still follow the same theme of Black nationalism, armed militancy, intercommunalism,
and answering the call to join the revolutionary
struggle. Even today, I can still see and hear the
voices of comrades such as Huey P. Newton, Bobby Seale, Angela Davis, Gwen Fontaine, Fredrika
Newton and Lil Bobby Hutton; their teachings,
thoughts, practices. And they still resonate with
significance and power through the pages of books.
The spirit of the Panthers have been spread so
deep into the roots of Black life and into the fabric of every African Community in America, that
it's just natural for us to want to stand up and fight
when we hear the call. In our homes, schools,
hoods, jails, and prisons. That's the revolutionary
legacy, and the spirit these comrades planted in us.
This yard we're on is considered an Ad-Seg
kick out yard. But in our efforts to educate the
people we've begun to create something better.
This yard is becoming a place where cadres are
born. We have created programmes that serve the
people: we have political study groups, we have a
GED study group, in which we are helping comrades get their GEDs, and we are helping individuals with their college classes as well.

I am very proud of the comrades on this facility of all nationalities. Because we're not just talking we're doing, pushing hard for a truly united
front and serving the people. We have just submitted the paperwork for a banquet. That will be used
as a Unity Celebration, where we will all meet
and share our thoughts on the issues of today, and
share a little political knowledge with each other.
The only issue I see is that the room only holds
fifty people, so not all of the groups can fit in this
room, so we're planning to have another on the
yard the next day. We don't want anyone left out.
We are here to serve the people, educate the people, and to help liberate the people, all the people.
My rules are if we focus on what we have in common and less on our differences we'll be able to
learn better, who we are, and what we're about.
We all want the same things. We all have the
same goals, and we all want to create positive change
in our world, and in our communities. A community
by way of definitions is a comprehensive collection
of institutions that serve the people who live there.
CCI C-Facility is where we are living right now. So
this is the community we're serving.
It is the duty of all revolutionaries to make
the revolution. This is obviously rule one. But
this is a way of denouncing, in the context, all
the so-called revolutionaries who not only did
not seek to make the revolution, who managed
secure income, talk the revolutionary shit, but
who torpedoed the efforts of the people to liberate
themselves and that must not be. As Huey said,
revolutionary theory without practice ain't shit.
Power to the People.

Victory in Colorado Women’s Prison Fight for Rec
by a Colorado prisoner
January 2017

I would like to update you on my lawsuit I was
preparing against Colorado Department of Corrections (CDOC) due to one egotistical officer in
recreation: Lieutenant Ross.
I think MIM(Prisons) printed my story, but
due to Denver Women's Correctional Facility
(DWCF) not allowing us ULK anymore I can't be
sure, but I did get feedback from several readers.
(1) And now DWCF allows us to go outside and
walk during any weather like the men do.
So thank you for printing my fight and thank
your readers for writing and supporting me. I have

not had to put forward the lawsuit, but I am thankful for the MIM(Prisons) grievance petition. I
sent it to the Executive Director. So thank you for
the form, it really helps putting the fight against
CDOC in better written terms than I would have
been able to do on my own.
MIM(Prisons) responds: This comrade provides
an excellent example to others. From eir work
fighting injustice and consistency in providing
updates about the progress in this battle, to staying in touch in spite of the censorship of ULK going on at DWCF. While a victory to get all-season
and all-gender access to rec is just a small battle in
the overall fight against imperialism, it will allow
activists in DWCF more opportunity to talk and
Continued on next page...
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Political Struggle in the Teeth of Prison Reaction:
From VA to OR (excerpts)
by Minister of Defense of New Afrikan Black
Panther Party
April 2014

[MIM(Prisons) reprints excerpts from this
article by Rashid as a good example of practical work among the prison masses.(1) One of
the biggest disagreements we have with Rashid,
which is reflected in the omitted sections of this
article, is on the nature of the euro-Amerikan nation.(2) While ey spells Amerika with a "k", ey
also calls for unity with the settler, oppressor nation, as if their interests are the same as the oppressed nations.
Elsewhere in this article Rashid compares
Virginia and Oregon DOCs as playing the bad
cop (conservative) and good cop (liberal) roles
respectively. Ey hold up Bacon's Rebellion as an
example of rebellion of New Afrikan slaves and
euro-Amerikan servants. Yet Bacon was playing
the role of the bad cop in calling for the murder of
all indigenous people, and stealing their wealth to
distribute among white settlers.(3) Eir opponent,
Governor Berkeley was the good cop, who built up
relationships with many tribes to use them against
other tribes in a divide-and-conquer tactic. The
two colonizers fought for power in Virginia in multiple battles. It was only in the final battle that New
Afrikan slaves joined Bacon's side to take tactical
advantage of the war and a chance at freedom.
This is typical of how Amerikans continue to use
oppressed nations as temporary allies against
other oppressed nations to this day. Hardly an example to hold up and idealize. See more related
history on page 7. - ULK Editor]

Cultural shock or a shocking culture
The Oregon Department of Corrections’s
[ODOC’s] design was to reverse my priorities by
having me 1) develop an affinity towards prison
officials, instead of prisoners, and 2) make my
peers my opponents and the focus of my resistance instead of the officials. The former was to
be accomplished by releasing me to GP in the
ODOC's most “liberal” men's prison (viz. the
Oregon State Penitentiary (OSP)). For this “kindness” I was expected to be grateful, to reciprocate,
and be “kind” to them in return. To achieve the
latter, they relied on the ODOC's demographics
and racially divisive culture along with a bit of
behind-the-scenes instigation by ODOC officials.
In the typical incompetence that is customary
among “professionals” of their kind, the Virginia
Department of Corrections (VDOC), in collusion
with Virginia State Police intelligence “experts,”
... Continued from previous page
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study with others and to stay healthy. We hope
everyone there will take advantage of this opportunity to build for the next battle, which may
need to be a fight against censorship so we can get
revolutionary materials in to our comrades at this
institution.
Note:
1. a Colorado prisoner, “Why Won’t Wimmin Fight for
Their Rights?”, July 2016, ULK 52.

profiled me falsely as a rabid Black separatist. In
this light, what better place to send me to be isolated and “neutralized” than a prison system like
Oregon's, with a majority white and very small
Black prisoner population; where white supremacist groups and culture predominate and are openly flaunted – which is unheard of in the VDOC. In
contrast to the experience in VDOC, where New
Afrikan/Black prisoners are in the majority, for
the small number of New Afrikan/Black prisoners in Oregon, these conditions of racial hostility
from the prison population are as normal and acceptable as the sunrise.
9

I still haven't adjusted to white prisoners acting openly standoffish towards other races and
boldly parading tattoos of swastikas, double lightning bolts, iron crosses, and such. It's like being
dropped into a gathering of Ku Klux Klansmen
dressed in their robes and hoods.
Needless to say I took issue with it all, but
with a stratagem of my own and always keeping
politics in command, since I recognized the underlying game. Too many times, I'd written about,
witnessed, and counteracted just such schemes
by officials aiming to divide and play prisoners
violently against each other with racial and tribal
(so-called gang) conflicts (such as those plaguing
the California prisons). These schemes are always
deployed to prevent or counter prisoners uniting
in struggle against officials (our common oppressors), whom we outnumber at least ten-to-one.
Divide, agitate and rule.
They aimed to divide me against other prisoners, in this case groups of white supremacists.
And the ODOC offers over a dozen such groups
to choose from. Some widely known, others exclusive to Oregon or the ODOC, namely: Aryan
Brotherhood, Skinheads, Dirty White Boys,
Aryan Family, Irish Pride, Insane Peckerwood
Society, Nazi Lowriders, Boot Boys, European
Kindred, Aryan Death Squad, Aryan Soldiers,
Organized Aryan Criminal Syndicate, Fat Bitch
Killers, etc. Then there are the large Mexican
cliques that have traditional rivalries with Blacks
and often “ride” with white supremacist cliques
against Blacks.
I noticed ODOC officials were giving me a lot
of play to ensure I remained in GP, while steadily
throwing blood in the water to get the sharks circling. The “blood” being false rumors circulated
by guards that I was a sex offender and sexual
predator who preyed on white women.10 When
first confronted with the rumors, I laughed 'til I
literally saw spots, so stupidly obvious and elementary was the source and purpose of the rumors.
But on a serious note, the situation brought to
mind a similar one occurring in the 1980s when
VDOC officials interstate transferred another
“problematic” Black prisoner (Thomas Cox a.k.a.
Hasheem) to New Mexico. They had falsely
planted in his prison file that he was an informant
on the run, with the aim of isolating him amongst

Document Prison Abuses
We receive many reports about terrible conditions,
abuse and neglect in prisons across the country.
While most of these don't make it onto the pages
of Under Lock & Key, we do type these up for publication on our website (www.prisoncensorship.info).
Documenting and monitoring the abusive conditions
in Amerikan prisons is an important part of our work.
Keep sending in these reports!
In November 2016 we launched our new Conditions
Reports pages online. Web readers can search by
state and facility to read your reports.
and having him killed by the Mexican prisoners.
As they'd intended, the snitch jacket provoked a
series of bloody conflicts between Hasheem and
the Mexicans, but he held his own, both winning
their respect and clearing his name, and was ultimately returned to Virginia under pressure of
broad outside protests and litigation (with support
from the ACLU), against the VDOC's attempt to
set him up for death.
In my own case several ODOC prisoners
knew a bit about me before I got to OSP, and set
the record straight in several circles. Within other
circles, I pro-actively confronted rumor-mongers
directly, while guards maneuvered to counter
me and bolster the image of me they were trying
to project. They had eyes and ears everywhere,
while ironically most of the prisoners didn't want
to identify the guards behind the rumors.
Although most denied spreading the pig-generated rumors themselves, since this would be a
blatant admission of being pig proxies, several of
the prisoners who didn't know me, accepted and
were prepared to act on the rumors and took offense to my confronting them. But with a little diplomacy here and direct action there, things were
ironed out. None of this would have been necessary, however, if the ODOC hadn't cultivated and
the prisoners embraced a culture of friendly socializing and information-sharing with the guards,
designed to fuel among the prisoners a misguided
sense of trust in and loyalty toward the pigs (especially towards those playing the good cop role).
I explained to the prisoners that they were being
unwittingly used as pig assets and agents. Which
is the whole point of the good cop routine.

Taking the mountain by strategy
ODOC officials obviously didn't anticipate
my approach to the racially divisive Oregon prison culture, where the races stay unto themselves
(Blacks, Whites, Natives, Mexicans, Asians), and
there is little to no informal social mixing among
them. One is expected to choose associates from
among his “own” race.
I openly defied this culture of divide and rule
from the outset, choosing a white and Mexican
to work out with every day on the GP recreation
yard. And, as described in a recent article,11 I
Continued on next page...
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challenged segregated seating in the prison chow
hall (where Blacks were prompted to sit in the
very rear, on the “colored” side of the cafeteria)
by sitting up front on the “white” side. Also, on
May 9, I arranged to meet with OSP chaplain
Ms. Raths, into which [ODOC Security Threat
Manager] Yancey inserted himself, to propose
organizing a multi-racial and multi-ethnic
religious program. The program would teach
communal spiritual traditions of various ethnic
and “racial” peoples, to improve knowledge and
respect of different peoples' cultures, traditions
and histories and their similarities across racial/
ethnic lines; and especially those spiritual
traditions that reflected cooperative instead
of competitive social behavior and spiritual
beliefs. Both Raths and Yancey left this meeting
admittedly "impressed" by my "unique" proposal.
I also shared this idea with various prisoners, who
unanimously supported it. I was tasked to write
a formal outline of the program and find outside
volunteers to lead it, and I set to work on it.
Overall, my actions and ideas generated a
range of responses and a lot of curiosity on both
sides – prisoners and guards. Especially when it
became generally known that I am a Black Panther (another bit of information – although true
in this case – that guards spread among the white
supremacists) – the Panthers being stereotyped as
a Black version of the Klan, thanks to pig smear
campaigns and to the misguided antics of the New
Black Panther Party, to which I have no connection.12 The guards also told many prisoners that I
don't like guards because I'm a mental case, apparently to promote the reactionary position that
only crazy people don't socialize with cops and
guards, and for emotional reasons like hatred (instead of for the very rational reason that they are
our oppressors).
This all opened the door for a lot of discussions with a wide range of people. I walked the
yard and politicked with all races and groups –
even with the white supremacists and their allies,
with whom the pigs expected to see me at war or
at least "taken off the yard" by.
In this environment I was inspired by the example set by comrade Fred Hampton, Sr. of the
original Black Panther Party, in his work as the
founder of the original and real "Rainbow Coalition" and with reactionary whites, which I wrote
about in an earlier article.13 There I explained:
It was Fred's work that led to the formation of
the Young Patriots Party (YPP), a revolutionary
party of poor redneck white Appalachian youth
whose symbol was a confederate flag with a red
star emblazoned on it. Fred's approach was to appeal to class instead of being sidetracked by race.
He walked into a redneck Hillbilly bar in Chicago.
When they asked, "What are you doing here?," he
said, "I'm here to organize the Niggers." They
said, "No Niggers come in here," and were ready
to fight. He said, "Oh Yeah? Well the way I see it,
they work y'all like Niggers, treat y'all like Niggers, and make y'all live like Niggers. So that
makes y'all Niggers in my book, and I say it's time
to get organized and deal with this shit!"
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At the age of 21 Fred was assassinated in his
sleep by Chicago police in a hit set up by the FBI.
This was because he presented the gravest threat
to the system – that of being able to educate, organize and unite even the most reactionary people
across racial and tribal lines, in common struggle
for fundamental change.

And, just as I expected, I found that the racially divisive status quo at OSP was largely pig-generated. Just like the Black and “Southern” Mexican gang and race wars in the California prison
system that have spilled over onto the streets. I
also found that many of the white supremacists
aren't really white supremacists, but rather that
they joined ranks for security in numbers, because
other races will not embrace them, and because
there are almost no racially neutral groups. So
failing to enlist left them in a no-man's land, to
be preyed upon at any and everyone's whim, and
especially by those Black prisoners who embrace
a reactionary mentality of counter-resentment towards whites. This brought to mind words spoken
by George Jackson some 40 years ago, which are
just as relevant today:
We have got to be together…. I'm always telling these brothers that some of the whites are
willing to work with us against the pigs. All they
got to do is stop talking honky. When the races
start fighting, all you have is one maniac group
against another. That's just what the pigs want.14

Even the diehard white supremacists agreed
with me: to have any genuine power and leverage as prisoners we had to have unity, whether we
liked each other or not. Most responded, "That's
how it's supposed to be." I pointed out that the
pigs don't all get along nor all like each other. But
they know, to control and repress us, they've got
to put differences aside and whether fair or foul
move as one, while angling to keep us divided.
Which is the only way they can contain and oppress a body of people who outnumber them at
least ten to one. We see it all day. If only we applied this same set of principles to ourselves.
I gave them examples that the only efforts
where prisoners have been able to generate broad
public support and win change was when they
united in common causes, despite racial and
group differences. And in each instance, witnesses and participants alike emphasized how beautiful it was to experience having everyone come together as one. From the 1971 Attica uprising and
the 1993 Lucasville uprising to the 2010 Georgia Prison Strike and the recent 2011 California
prison hunger strikes, etc. Indeed the only slave
uprising that actually defeated a colonial government in Amerika was Bacon's Rebellion in 1676,
where Afrikan and European bond-servants and
freedmen joined together in a war for liberation,
and captured and burned down the colony's capital
at Jamestown, Virginia. The revolt was put down
only when its leader Nathaniel Bacon died from influenza and the rebels were divided and tricked into
surrendering. It was actually in response to Bacon's
Rebellion that the whole game of racial division,
phasing out enslavement of “whites” and imposing
permanent hereditary slavery on “Blacks” began in
earnest.15 It was and continues to be the govern-
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ment and wealthy elites that classify and divide
people into racial categories and generate and sustain racism. It's just been going on for so long, it's
now like second nature to most people.
Folks started to get the picture. The BIG picture. One Native American comrade pointed out,
"the races and gangs would come together if
they saw something bigger than their traditional
grudges to struggle for, which the cops make sure
they don't do." And he's right!
I circulated political literature. Started study
groups. Debated with cats in the chow hall, on the
yard, etc. I struggled to educate them on class, the
origin and history of race and racism, of colonial
and neo-colonial oppression, capitalism, imperialism, socialism, communism, and where they fit
into the picture. Many read my book Defying the
Tomb,16 and every one said they related to it. That
it gave them a starting point for political education and how the struggle relates to those at the
bottom of society.
While doing all this I tried to stay under the
pig radar, which I was relatively successful in doing for a while. Because of my known history of
clashing with guards in Virginia, my refusal to engage in small talk with guards, and my tendency
to be outspoken about their racist tendencies and
practices, most of them kept their distance from
me. Which suited me perfectly. I was also selective about who I socialized and politicked with.
I wasn't moving the way they'd anticipated
nor according to their stereotyped ideas of a rabid
Black separatist. I wasn't a demagogic windbag
playing the racial blame or "hate whitey" game.
But they were still obviously biding their time,
expecting that inevitably things would fall out
between me and other prisoners. But the longer
they waited with no results, the more curious and
restless they became.
First came a female sergeant repeatedly
confronting my workout partner under pretexts
that he'd done something wrong, then angling
Continued on next page...

On “Objective” Reporting
Under Lock & Key relies on our comrades
behind bars to report on conditions and
events inside prisons. We track the history
and reliability of our writers and, when possible, we double check facts in the articles.
But there will always be some facts we cannot verify before printing. Our readers are
encouraged to let us know if they have information that contradicts what they see in Under Lock & Key. Yet, recognize that no matter
how much the bourgeoisie tries to pretend,
reporting is never completely objective or
devoid of political content. MIM(Prisons)
will always report from the perspective
of the international proletariat and on
the issues that best serve their interests.
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Aryans in the Struggle for Peace in Prisons
by a Georgia prisoner
September 2015

dragged him toward his cell. It's on camera if the
cameras in the cell house actually record.

and gangs and the pigs throw gasoline on the fire.
Just today a Black officer called me a "fake white
supremacist" for sending a Blood (Black guy)
some books and magazines.

I'm writing to y'all from the Special Management Unit (SMU) in Jackson, Georgia which is
about ten minutes outside Atlanta. This is my
second correspondence to MIM(Prisons) and the
type of prison I'm at seems to be a focus of yours.
It is classified as a "Tier 3" SMU, housing the
"worst" 190 captives in the Department of Corrections, which boasts an insane 70,000 prisoners
throughout the whole state.

When they got him into his cell I could hear
him choking and trying to scream. Also, I could
hear what sounded like fists or feet hitting skin. He
was in handcuffs and shackles. I'm Aryan Nation
and my loyalty is to my people, but I've got the
sense to know that if they'll do that to my neighbor
they'll do it to me. My modus operandi (M.O.) is
brutal violence toward police and other convicts.
So when I spoke up and said that if they didn't stop
torturing that man where I could hear it I would
stab or cut every pig that came to my door at every
meal, they stopped beating him. This type of stuff
is the norm at Jackson SMU.

I've picked up on some undertones in MIM
literature that targets whites as the enemy or
people responsible for the oppression behind the
injustice system. It's not just whites anymore; it's
Black, white, Hispanic, Asian, etc. The prison injustice system is a mindset that can't be defined by
race. We've got to point the finger at the mindset,
not the groups of people that we want to blame.

These people are so very corrupt. Just a few
hours ago, the pigs, mostly Black, took the Muslim
boy out of the cell next to mine for a "meeting."
Those meetings go on in a side room somewhere
and usually they end in brutality. When they were
bringing him back they were beating him as they
... Continued from previous page
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to engage him in conversations about his
personal likes and beliefs, which he'd cut short
and go his way. When this angle failed, guards
began frequently confronting various prisoners
I politicked with. "What's he talking to you
about?," was the general line of question, which
only produced innocuous replies.

When it became clear that their aims to provoke or await conflict weren't materializing, the
harassment – of others around me – started. Those
seen talking to me frequently were pulled over
and hassled repeatedly by guards for the most
trivial things.
I also began filing grievances and showing
prisoners in the law library laws and court rulings
that demonstrated various blatantly illegal things
OSP officials were doing to us. Such as routinely
contaminating almost everyone in the chow hall
with OC gas sprayed from large canisters in response to isolated fist fights, and then refusing
to replace contaminated meals, to decontaminate
affected bystanders, or to call in medical staff to
flush peoples' eyes or even assess those with respiratory disorders.17 Also, in the ODOC, guards,
who needless to say are not medical specialists,
are allowed to decide when prisoners have a medical problem that warrants emergency medical
care, which is a constitutional violation.18 Others
began complaining too.
As things weren't playing out like the pigs had
planned, having me remain in GP became less and
less appealing by the day. They hadn't expected
me to last long in GP, thinking I'd find myself
stuck in the hole for violence with other prisoners
– conflicts that even in the hole would keep me
focused on my peers instead of officials, and this
only if I survived going to war with entire cliques
of prisoners in GP.

Holed up!
They couldn't honestly and fairly catch me up
in anything serious. So on June 21st I was thrown

I want to emphasize the importance of unity
behind these walls. We divide ourselves by race
in the hole for having a sheet hanging across the
bars at the front of my cell, as a privacy curtain,
while I was tending to private business inside the
cell. All OSP prisoners do this all the time, yet
none have been charged and thrown in the hole
for it.
... While I was in the hole, almost my entire
tier got involved in study circles and daily political discussions. Everyone, Black, Mexican, Native, White, Asian joined together. Several were
leaders of cliques within the prison. Many of us
worked out together daily. No one small-talked
with the guards. New standards were being set.
The pigs were stupefied.
... I firmly believe in the capacity of the oppressed masses to be changed, and in their power
to make change, to their collective benefit. The
work of revolutionaries is to integrate with the
people, to serve them, learn from them, teach and
organize them, and put their interests foremost,
recognizing that we must go where the oppressed
are, that the struggle and this work continues
wherever we find ourselves – even under the most
reactionary of conditions, and no matter the odds.
Being a revolutionary when it's not popular and
when the forces of reaction dominate, is a most
difficult undertaking, as it should be. For this is
what tempers us, sharpens our focus and resolve,
refines our skills, and sets the example that illuminates the path forward and inspires others to join
our ranks. This is why it's called "The Struggle,"
and, as Frederick Douglass once noted, without it
there can be no progress. Indeed, there could be
no success.
Dare to struggle, Dare to win!
All power to the people!
Note:
1. see full article: Kevin "Rashid" Johnson, "Political Struggle in
the Teeth of Prison Reaction: From Virginia to Oregon," Socialism and Democracy, Vol. 27, No.1 (March 2013), pp. 54-59, www.
sdonline.org Footnotes can be found within full article. Or send a
$15 check made out to “Socialism and Democracy” to Socialism
and Democracy, 411A Highland Ave. #321, Somerville, MA 02144
2. For our critiques of Rashid and the New Afrikan Black Panther
Party see Under Lock & Key issues 18, 26, 28, 34, 44 and 50.
3. J. Sakai, Settlers: The Mythology of the White Proletariat, 3rd
Edition, Morningstar Press, 1989, pp.12-16.

Every prison I go to I preach unity and people
respond, because if the Aryan Nation is willing to
unite then nobody else has any excuse. Race is the
biggest problem in the South; it's what divides us
the most. I've done time in the Midwest and those
prisons have overcome racial division. We may eat
at separate tables there, and play sports on separate
courts, but when it's time to come together for our
rights there are no racial, religious, or gang lines.
I don't know much about Maoism but I know
about the struggle that your ministry is fighting
against; I've been living it for almost eight years.
I've written to y'all to try to inspire unity amongst
everybody, not just the non-whites. I passed on
the only ULK I've received so I don't remember your mission statement, but I do understand
a little and I support y'all and respect what I do
understand. Please continue to send me ULK. I'll
write after every issue just to put my views in on
the struggle. Also, I'll be sending in 10-20 stamps
as a donation very soon.
MIM(Prisons) adds: Just as oppressed nation
people have integrated into Amerika economically, they have integrated into the police and prison
staff, as well as other parts of the criminal injustice system. The United $tates even had a Black
president; it's obvious that oppressed vs. oppressor is not split on "color" lines. Still, there is a
history and present reality that shows Amerikkka
is vastly a white oppressor nation.
For those who have integrated into the oppressor nation, we no longer refer to them as New Afrikan; instead they are "African-Amerikkkans."
Our opposition to oppressors is not limited to
just those of European descent. But we see that
national oppression happens with an oppressor
nation on top (the predominantly and historically
white Amerikkkan nation) and others on the bottom (oppressed nations) and so we do make scientific generalizations about these nations.
We're with this comrade that our unity also
can't be limited by identity politics. We don't
exclude potential comrades just because they're
Amerikan, and we don't trust potential comrades
just because they're not. Those who do come from
an oppressor nation will need to commit nation
suicide and work against the interests of their nation. Those who come from oppressed nations
need to show that they are not trying to simply
integrate with the oppressors, like the Corrections
Officers this comrade refers to. Those integrators
are our enemies just like the Amerikkkan oppressors are our enemies.
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Left-Leaning Unity with United Front Alliances with White Nationalists
a Colorado prisoner
members of these groups though, who are solid
Radicals and Reformers byFebruary
2017
soldiers and have a lot to offer their next group
by a Colorado prisoner
January 2017

You encourage all groups in prison to set aside
their differences and come together (collective
action). As always in my letters to you, I believe
the socialist effort will not be successful unless
it makes contact with most or all of the radical/
reform groups and encourages collective actions
between them.
Think about it. If you could start a dialogue
with other groups then you would gain the chance
to educate them about how mass imprisonment is
a standard feature of any capitalist government.
Imprisonment is the favored control method for
the masses. As long as people are propagandized
to believe capitalism is good, you will have thousands of laws to control the lumpen and minorities – hence, prisons.
Per the September 2016 newsletter of the Coalition for Prisoners' Rights (P.O. Box 1911, Santa
Fe, New Mexico 87504-1911), it was reported
that the Formerly Incarcerated and Convicted
Peoples Movement (FICPM) had a conference on
September 9 in which over 500 people attended,
of which people from over 30 states were in attendance. The FICPM wants to organize the 65
million people who have been screwed over by
the U.$. system as a political voting block. This
group has the possibility of actual success.
MIM(Prisons) responds: There are two separate
points we want to address in this letter. First the
question of what will be necessary for the socialist effort to be successful. This comrade believes
that we can succeed by bringing together the radical/reform groups (presumably within the United
$tates). Where this author says we would be able
to educate these groups on a deeper understanding of the relationship between capitalism and
prisons, we agree that doing this on an individual
basis is possible and has been proven with success on the ground. Some people enter the reform
groups because that's all that they're aware of at
the time. When they seek a more thorough way
to address the world's problems, they may decide
to switch to revolutionary organizing instead.
We aim to be available for these people, ready to
work with them when they're ready to switch.
But as far as winning over whole groups, this
hasn't worked out successfully when tried in the
past. And we understand this phenomenon in the
context of our class analysis, because the vast majority of people within imperialist countries are
bought off and actually support their imperialist
government. They may protest a few policies,
but they are very much opposed to revolutionary
change in the interests of the world's majority because that would have a negative impact on their
persynal financial situation in the short term.
Because of this, we see socialist revolution
Continued on next page...

"Is there ever a time when we should unite
with reactionary oppressor nation lumpen orgs in
a United Front for Peace in Prisons?" Absolutely!
You want to win, don't you? For anyone to refuse
to work with a potentially valuable ally against
this Juggernaut Force that both groups are up
against, due to a few minor differences in excess
views and opinions just sounds like folly. Wars
are won by alliances, not the practice of alienation.
History is full of these kinds of examples. The
German Nazis were undisputed white nationalist,
white supremacy, white racist and everything else
white group that there has ever been. The Japanese were anything but Aryan or white, yet despite that obvious fact, the two groups were able
to put those differences aside long enough in order to wage war against the rest of the world.
"The enemy of my enemy is my friend." Now
that's sound logic! If you decide not to join forces
with what you refer to as "white nationals," either because they are "white" or maybe even a
little too proud of it, then wouldn't that sort of put
you in the same boat as them, guilty of the same
things. Are you perhaps then a little bit racist too?
Are there so many of you that you can afford
to be so picky about the skin color, or differences
in ideologies of those that we allow to align themselves with you in this fight? Black communist
and white nationalist alike, neither can afford to
turn away the aid of the other at a time like this –
especially in prison.
White nationalists are seasoned and often
times expert resistance fighters that come complete with a deep-seated hatred of our most potent enemy, that any group in this fight would be
lucky to have on their side, once the real fighting
starts. The Federal Government fears them and
has always feared them for those very reasons.
These members of the White Resistance Movement would bring their own unique skill sets to
the struggle, that you might otherwise be lacking in, such as military strategy, connections – in
parts of the underground that you've never had
access to before – military tactics and weapons
knowledge, etc.
Now I'm only suggesting cooperation with
certain white nationalists and/or separatist individuals here and there, that might want to help,
not necessarily white nationalist "groups" per say.
This is because these types of groups attract a lot
of attention from all the current law enforcement
agencies and especially the Federal Government
and because of that, each group is already heavily
infiltrated by under-cover agents. So by uniting
with such groups and organizations, you would
just be inviting those same numerous agents into
the folds of your own group.
There are lots of single disenfranchised ex-

and I think that it would be a mistake to let them
get away, if they are willing to help.

MIM(Prisons) responds: This writer raises some
good points about uniting with all who oppose
the same enemy, but goes too far with the pragmatism of allying for the sake of size and skills.
We believe there needs to be some clear political
unity in order to build a united front. We don't all
have to agree that we want a communist system
in the end, but we must have at least one concrete
goal that we can unite around in practice. And we
also need to agree that political independence is
acceptable, as we will not give up our principles
just for the sake of convincing someone who disagrees with us to work with us anyway.
Under a bourgeois democracy, militant white
nationalists are both tools of and enemies of the
state. As imperialism moves closer to fascism the
government’s fear lessens as they begin to utilize these groups more directly. We’re not sure
if we can say this is happening under Trump yet
though, although ey has already been giving these
groups many passes.
Lastly, we want to comment on the idea that it
is racist to refuse to unite with white nationalists.
It would be incorrect to turn away white allies just
for the color of their skin, but it is not incorrect to
identify groups of people's political and economic
interests and to identify potential allies based on
this. If someone is promoting white nationalism,
that is fundamentally opposed to the liberation of
oppressed nations: white nationalism is, by definition, a belief in the superiority of the white nation. This sort of nationalism is reactionary and
opposing it is not the same thing as being racist.
We can unite with these people on specific tasks,
while also struggling with them over their line on
white nationalism.
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Aid Masks Exploitation: Regulations are a Band-Aid to Capitalism's Crimes
by Wiawimawo of MIM(Prisons)
January 2017

Calculating the transfer of wealth from exploited nations to imperialist countries is a difficult
task. Even those with the knowledge and time to
do the research find that bourgeois economics does
not look at things in terms that Marxists do. There
are a number of excellent books by Marxists on
this topic on our literature list.(1) Adding to this
research is a recent report from Global Financial
Integrity (GFI), which they call "the most comprehensive analysis of global financial flows impacting developing countries compiled to date."(2)
The main conclusions of this report are:
"since 1980 developing countries lost
US$16.3 trillion dollars through broad leakages
in the balance of payments, trade misinvoicing,
and recorded financial transfers... the report
demonstrates that developing countries have
effectively served as net-creditors to the rest of
the world with tax havens playing a major role
... Continued from previous page

...Left-Leaning Unity

coming from the oppressed nations, both
internationally and within U.$. borders. For the
most part we anticipate it will need to be imposed
on imperialist countries (like the United $tates)
from the outside, but there is an important role for
revolutionaries living within the belly of the beast.
We must do all we can to weaken the government
and also support the revolutionary struggles of
oppressed nations globally. We can break off as
many allies for the struggle as possible. But we
shouldn't be unrealistic in our expectations of
what we can achieve behind enemy lines.
With that said, we do agree that building unity
with progressive organizations on the streets is a
good goal. We set a baseline goal for this unity
around either a political action or a political line.
For instance, we work to build unity around battles against the criminal injustice system with all
who will support these battles, regardless of their
political positions on other issues. For the antiimperialist struggle we build unity with all who
truly oppose imperialism.
But coming back to our first point, we do not
think that groups that, for instance, promote recycling, are actually opposing imperialism. They
are just helping to put a pretty pseudo-ecological
face on capitalism (also termed "green washing"). So when someone tells us to unite with all
"radical/reform groups" to achieve our goals of
building socialism and opposing imperialism, we
have to call this out as a request that we sacrifice
revolutionary politics in the name of false unity.
We don't actually have unity in the fight against
imperialism with those reform groups that are trying to make imperialism a bit kinder, but whose
strategy keeps the overall system in place. It's important that we define our political principles and
understand who are truly fighting on the side of
the oppressed people of the world. 

in the flight of unrecorded capital. For example,
in 2011 tax haven holdings of total developing
country wealth were valued at US$4.4 trillion,
which exacerbated inequality and undermined
good governance and economic growth."(2)

According to the report, China is responsible
for about a quarter of the Third World's net resource transfers to the First World. Despite a
growing finance capitalist class, China is still
the largest proletarian nation providing wealth
for Amerikans and other First World nations. A
long fall from grace from when it was the most
advanced socialist economy in history, reinvesting all of its wealth into building its own self-sufficiency and serving the needs of its own people.
Last year, the so-called "Panama Papers"
brought more light to the issue of tax havens, and
the role they play in allowing finance capitalists
to move money in ways that avoid having to pay
taxes to the states they operate in and often avoiding other legal restraints on how they do business. GFI points to tax havens, as well as illegal
movement of capital goods, as playing large roles
in facilitating this transfer of wealth from the exploited countries to the imperialist core countries.
Possible solutions to this problem provided
in the cited articles are debt forgiveness, shutting down tax havens, and enforcement of fines
by agencies such as the World Trade Organization
(WTO).(3) Having powerful people monitor and
fine other powerful people is like the fox guarding
the hen house, and will never make fundamental
changes in a system whose whole purpose is the
drive for profit.
MIM(Prisons) supports the call for debt forgiveness for poor countries. As the report states,
"for every $1 of aid that developing countries receive, they lose $24 in net outflows."(2) A campaign to resist these predatory aid programs combined with forgiveness of existing loans would
loosen the current death grip of imperialism on

the exploited nations of the world. And if we consider the numbers below, 1:24 is a gross underestimation of the scale of exploitation going on.

Another powerful move to provide some relief
to the poor under capitalism would be to enforce a
global minimum wage through a body such as the
WTO. Economist Arghiri Emmanuel showed the
relationship between wage levels and the transfer
of wealth between nations in the form of unequal
exchange. While this recent work by GFI is more
in-depth than most by looking at illegal practices
such as reporting false prices to avoid taxes and restrictions, it ignores the hidden transfer of wealth
that is enabled by the low wages that are violently
enforced on the proletariat of the exploited nations.
This transfer of wealth is not included in the $16.3
trillion transfer of wealth calculated by GFI. MC5
of MIM estimated wealth transfer to the imperialist
countries at $6.8 trillion in just one year (1993), as
did Zak Cope, who looked at 2009 with a similar
lens but different approach to MC5.(4)
While GFI states that, "Every year, roughly
$1 trillion flows illegally out of developing and
emerging economies due to crime, corruption,
and tax evasion", their vision of a capitalism with
more integrity would only eliminate an estimated
15% of the value exploited from the majority of
the world for the benefit of the imperialist nations.
We ally with such bourgeois internationalists on
some of the demands mentioned above, but also
take it further than they will to eliminate imperialism in all its forms and create a world without
any form of exploitation or oppression, whether
illegal or not.
Notes:
1. see our Introduction to the Labor Aristocracy study pack, Imperialism and its Class Structure in 1997 by MC5, Divided World Divided
Class by Zak Cope, Unequal Exchange by Arghiri Emmanuel, Unequal Development by Samir Amin
2. New Report on Unrecorded Capital Flight Finds Developing Countries are Net-Creditors to the Rest of the World, Global Financial Integrity, 5 December 2016.
3. Jason Hickel, Aid in reverse: how poor countries develop rich countries, The Guardian, 14 January 2017.
4. Wiawimawo, New Must-Read on the Labor Aristocracy (review of
Zak Cope’s Divided World, Divided Class), November 2012.
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Labor Aristocracy and White Nationalism Benefit from Prisons, not Private Corporations
by a comrade
March 2017

In analyzing the system of social control in the
United $tates, it is imperative that we follow the
correct line. The position of many today is to argue that the injustice system is based on a "PrisonIndustrial Complex" [which we at MIM(Prisons)
reject]. A new report, "Following the Money of
Mass Incarceration" by Peter Wagner and Bernadette Rabuy, provides additional evidence to back
up our position.
Prisons are generally a complex web of concentration camps for oppressed semi-colonies,
rather than an economically profitable industry.
Indeed, there are some profits to be made (and
capitalists/imperialists are good at finding their
niches), but overall, the purpose of the injustice
system today is population control.
As Wagner and Rabuy point out in their article: "In this first-of-its-kind report, we find that
the system of mass incarceration costs the government and families of justice-involved people
at least $182 billion every year."(1) This $182 billion includes the $374 million in profits received
by the private prison industry. The profits to these
numerically few stakeholders hardly represent a
systematic profit-generating enterprise. In fact, in
the graph summing up their research, the authors
had to make an exception to the cut off for significant portions of the U.$. prison budget in order to
even include private prisons on it!
“This industry is dominated by two large publicly traded companies – CoreCivic (which until
recently was called Corrections Corporation of
America (CCA)) and The GEO Group — as well
as one small private company, Management &
Training Corp (MTC). We relied on the public
annual reports of the two large companies, and
estimated MTC’s figures using records from a
decade-old public record request.”(1)

Private prison corporations have very little
to gain in the prison business, which is why the
vast majority (up to 95%) are still public prisons.
(2) The Amerikkkan government (i.e. taxpayers) fronts the bill for the $182 billion. The few
economic beneficiaries of the prison industry are
commissary vendors, bail bond companies, and
specialized telephone companies. As Wagner and
Rabuy demonstrate, these are the multi-billion
dollar industries. And they, of course, benefit,
whether the prisons are private or not!
Why would the imperialist system be willing
to spend almost $200 billion a year at the loss of
widespread economic labor and consumers? For,
as is shown: "Many people confined in jails don’t
work, and four state prison systems don’t pay at
all."(1)
As Wagner points out in an article from 7 October 2015:
"Now, of course, the influence of private prisons will vary from state to state and they have
in fact lobbied to keep mass incarceration going; but far more influential are political ben-

efits that elected officials of both political parties
harvested over the decades by being tough on
crime as well as the billions of dollars earned by
government-run prisons' employees and private
contractors and vendors.

"The beneficiaries of public prison largess
love it when private prisons get all of the attention. The more the public stays focused on the
owners of private prisons, the less the public is
questioning what would happen if the government nationalized the private prisons and ran every facility itself: Either way, we’d still have the
largest prison system in the world."(3)

The capitalists don't economically gain from the
supposed “Prison-Industrial
Complex”, but the politicians do gain from the white
Amerikkkan obsession with
“crime”. Taking this into
account, we find the truth
hiding behind Wagner and
Rabuy's cryptic phrase: “To
be sure, there are ideological
as well as economic reasons
for mass incarceration and
over-criminalization.”(1)
We've already looked
at the economic reasons –
power groups like the bail
bond companies and commissary vendors are obviously looking to make a
profit. So what are the ideological reasons?
When we look at prison
populations (whether private
or public), we can see where
mass incarceration gets its
impetus. The vast majority
of prisoners are New Afrikans, Chican@s, and peoples
of the First Nations (even
though euro-Amerikkkans
are the majority of the U.$.
population). The prison is
not a revenue racket, but an
instrument of social control.
The motivating factor is
domination, not exploitation.
If we're following the
money though, then we
need look at how spending
breaks down. Wagner and
Rabuy present the division
of costs as: the judicial and
legal costs, policing expenditures, civil asset forfeiture, bail fees, commissary
expenditures, telephone call
charges, “public correction
agencies” (like public employees and health care),
construction costs, interest
payments, and food and utility costs.

The authors outline their methodology for arriving at their statistics and admit that “[t]here
are many items for which there are no national
statistics available and no straightforward way to
develop a national figure from the limited state
and local data.”(1) Despite these obvious weaknesses in obtaining concrete reliable data, the
overwhelming analysis stands.
Wagner and Rabuy discuss the private prison
industry at the end of the article. Here, they write:
"To illustrate both the scale of the private
Continued on next page...
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Debating Theory, Building Unity for September 9 Protests
by MIM(Prisons)
March 2017

ing I've seen or read, or heard from anyone in this
campaign suggests anyone cares much about line."

Recently we learned that one of our readers
and a long-time activist, Zero, had a letter published on the Anarchist Black Cross Portland
(ABC PDX) website and in the Incarcerated
Workers Organizing Committee (IWOC) newsletter responding to an article in Under Lock &
Key No. 50 (May/June 2016) about the September
9 work stoppage. Zero invited us to respond publicly and so we have done our best here to distill
this debate down to what we see as the most important points.

Yet it's a discredit to the hunger strike organizers to say that they don't care much about line.
It is precisely political line and theoretical analysis that drives the concept that "prisoner labor is
slavery and this mass work stoppage is a good
plan to shut down prisons." Without unity on this
analysis, the organizers might have decided (as
an example) the best approach is for everyone
to fast because the Amerikkkan farms depend on
prisons to buy agricultural goods and so this boycott would shut down the farms and hence force
prison reform. IWOC and ABC aren't suggesting
this, and that's probably because of their correct
theoretical understanding of agriculture in this
country. In forming their alliance on this campaign, Zero, IWOC, and ABC at least agree on
this political line, even if they don't talk about it.
After all, they are all anarchists (or anarchist-led),
so they have much unity on line already.

With IWOC, ABC, and Zero, we have a common enemy in the criminal injustice system and
imperialism more broadly. We are writing this
response with the goal of building unity, not division, between organizations and individuals that
are working hard to fight this unjust system.

Anarchism vs. Communism
Fundamentally we have a disagreement over
anarchism vs. communism, but we believe that
both camps are fighting for the same thing at root:
an end to oppression of groups of people by other
groups of people. We just think that communists
have a more scientific plan for how to get there
than anarchists, based on our study of how these
same efforts have been attempted, succeeded, and
failed in the past. The oppressed people of the
world deserve the best and fastest route to liberation. Communists hope to discover what that route
is through not only our study but also our practice.
This disagreement over the importance of science to revolutionary struggle is highlighted in a
lot of what Zero wrote. Ey accuses MIM(Prisons)
of being intellectuals whose "theory is based in
theory." Zero also claims to have no interest in political line in the development of the September 9
work stoppage: "I don't care what your line is, nor
does anyone else I work closely with on this project. Beyond small friendly jabs at each other, noth-

Zero finds "contradictory statements" in our
original article that help demonstrate where we
depart from the anarchists because our strategy
differs from theirs. Zero wrote:
"In paragraph #5 you say: 'we do see power
in the ability of prisoners to shut down facilities
by not doing the work to keep them running for a
potentially longer period'. But then in paragraph
#10 you say 'the organizers of the anti-slavery protest are misleading people into believing that shutting down prison work will shut down prisons'.

If masses of prisoners stopped working, forever, some facilities may close. This would likely be
because of where they're located geographically,
the layout and security level of the facility, and
how easy or difficult it is to staff the prisons to
accommodate for the loss of labor. But would that
close all prisons in the United $tates? We doubt
it. Does that mean we think prisoners should all
just keep working? No! Short of overthrowing
capitalist Amerikkka's power altogether, we will
still have prisons in this country based on national

... Continued from previous page
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prison industry and the critical fact that this
industry works under contract for government
agencies — rather than arresting, prosecuting,
convicting and incarcerating people on its own
— we displayed these companies as a subset of
the public corrections system."(1)

As was argued in "MIM(Prisons) on U.S. Prison Economy", “[i]f prison labor was a gold mine
for private profiteers, then we would see corporations of all sorts leading the drive for more prisons."(2)
In light of this, the injustice system in the United $tates and the prisons (both private and public)
are used by the government to oppress national
minorities. And the government is rewarded with
enthusiasm and renewed vigor by white Amerikkkans, who goose-step into formation with ecstasy when racist politicians like Donald Trump go

MIM Thought stresses the focus on imperialism both inside and outside the United $nakes.
The network of prisons is no exception – imperialism here functions as a method of control by
Amerikkkans of oppressed nations. As the statistics presented by Wagner and Rabuy clearly demonstrate, there is no "Prison Industrial Complex."
There is a systematic attempt to destroy individuals, communities, and nations.(4)
Notes:
1. Peter Wagner and Bernadette Rabuy, Following the
Money of Mass Incarceration (Prison Policy Initiative),
25 January 2017.
2. MIM(Prisons) on U.S. Prison Economy, April 2009,
Under Lock & Key No. 8.
3. Peter Wagner, Are Private Prisons Driving Mass
Incarceration? (Prison Policy Initiative), October 7,
2017.
4. The Myth of the "Prison Industrial Complex", July
2012, Under Lock & Key 27.

oppression. But making that oppression more difficult is always a good thing.

Our point is that Amerikkka is willing to
spend a lot of time, money and resources on imprisoning a staggering number of people, all at a
financial loss. So we do not see evidence that if
prisoners stop working and it suddenly becomes
more expensive to imprison people that that will
shut down the prison system. It most certainly is
a form of resistance that heightens the contradictions between the oppressed and the oppressor,
and even within the oppressor camp. Such an
act would certainly have great influence on the
ever-changing realities within the U.$. criminal
injustice system, as would any sustained, mass
prisoner mobilization.

Elitism?
Zero criticizes MIM(Prisons), "You spell
united front with capital 'U' and 'F' which is what
MIM calls one of its programs, short for UFPP,
and as [UFPP] makes specific ideological demands for any entity it is willing to work with, I'm
led to believe that what you truly mean by 'work
with' is to 'co-opt'." We do capitalize the name of
the organization United Front for Peace in Prisons (UFPP), which has a specific program (the
5 Principles of the UFPP: Peace, Unity, Growth,
Internationalism, and Independence). Organizations that agree with those principles but disagree
with us on many other things have joined this
United Front and there is no attempt to co-opt
those groups. We do not capitalize "united front"
when not talking about this specific organization
(if we have in print it was a mistake, not a political point). This is not a problem of elitisim, it is
simply grammar. We welcome the development
of a united front against prisons, and even better
a united front against imperialism, outside of the
UFPP and not bound by its 5 principles. But we
do believe that united fronts need to have clear
points of unity so that there isn't a question of organizations being forced to change their political
line or give up their independence to participate.
In other words, we are actively trying to organize
in a way to prevent the co-opting of organizations
that Zero accuses us of attempting.
Zero goes on to say that MIM(Prisons) "...
refuse[s] to even mention the names of these other
revolutionary organizations so that your readers
can reach out and seek information on their own.
Another display of elitist hegemonization of line."
Yet this comment is in the context of criticizing
an article that specifically named the IWOC and
included a link directly to its publication, so we're
confused about where we failed to mention the
other organizers' names. On this point, however,
we did fail to convert the web address to a print
address in our print version of ULK, which of
course makes it harder for subscribers to reach
out directly to IWOC, and we are correcting that
mistake in our footnote to this article and in our
general practice. We actually print many articles
debating theory and practice, including some
that explicitely disagree with us. To be clear
though, the purpose of ULK is to educate and
Continued on next page...
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inform people on what we see as the most correct
political line and practice and so we always offer
our response to those points of disagreement and
allow our readers (and history) to decide who is
correct.
On this same point, we also highlight the correct practice of our predecessors in the Maoist Internationalist Movement (MIM) who distributed
a pamphlet "What's Your Line?" with the names,
addresses and political positions of a wide spectrum of political organizations. We haven't put the
time or money into compiling a similar up-to-date
list because our resources are sadly limited, but
we still support this practice. Perhaps an innocent
oversight, but neither the ABC nor the IWOC
bothered to link to our website or print contact
information for MIM(Prisons) alongside Zero's
long and scathing critique of our organization.

Nihilism or Subjectivism
In eir argument against political theory Zero
writes: "I'm an anarchist. More, a nihilist. ... In
the words of Bakunin, the true revolutionist is
concerned with the science of destruction. Let the
other sciences be the work of future generations.
... And as Bakunin said, sometimes we just have
to throw theory into the fire, for it only stalls life."
It's great to have faith that humynity can work
out the problems of the future, but the problems
of today also require scientific analysis. The oppressed don't have the luxury of banging their
heads against the wall for years failing to make
progress. If historical revolutions have failed in
the same way repeatedly, we need to learn from
those mistakes. And if revolutions have succeeded with certain practices, we should learn from
those. This is what theory is all about: learning
from history and applying those lessons to our
practice today. Then looking at our own practice,
drawing conclusions, and adapting our approach.
Citing Webster's dictionary and dictionary.
com, without acknowledging the class interests
that those resources represent, and saying "that's
good enough for me" is simply subjectivism. Denying the importance of theory to our practice is
to make us slaves (pun intended) to our emotions
and subjectivism, which are very thoroughly conditioned by our residence in an imperialist country. We cannot expect to overcome subjectivism
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100%, but through applying dialectical and historical materialsm we hope to make the fewest errors in our revolutionary work as possible.

Zero gives a good example of theoretical analysis in eir criticism:
"In closing, let me clarify that dialectical soundness can often depend on interpretation. You all use orthodox marxist definitions of
'slavery' even though we live in a post-modern,
post-fordist time and place. The dynamics of our
current reality are different. And so we must also
re-assess our definitions. Besides, though personally I use marxist formulas I'm ultimately a
nihilist, un-beholden to an particular ideological parameters. In other words. My definition of
'slavery' is reflected by our material conditions,
not political agenda."

Zero is correctly stating here that we must
adapt our theory to current conditions. What held
true in Marx's day may not be true today. We can't
just get stuck in what Marx wrote and ignore
changes in conditions. We agree with that. But we
ask Zero, what is it but theory that allows us to
discuss who is or isn't a slave? If this discussion
isn't based in theory, then it's just subjectivism.
For example, here is an instance where
MIM(Prisons)'s analysis has adapted to changing
conditions since Marx's day. We see that while
the vast majority of workers of all countries were
exploited in the past, and made up the proletariat
class that Marx wrote about so thoroughly, today imperialism has advanced to the point where
workers in imperialist countries are mostly pettybourgeois. This is a point where we tend to disagree with groups who organize people in the
First World around their economic interests (as
opposed to national interests).
Finally, demonstrating the difficulty in remaining anti-theory while discussing political theory,
Zero critiqued our point that work strikes will
not in-and-of-themselves bring down the Amerikan criminal injustice system: "I’d ask on what
dialectical evidence you base your theory that
america would 'figure out' how to keep us locked
up." This is a good example of the importance of
theory. If we're wrong, then we should focus our
efforts into organizing work stoppages. And Zero
is right, it is dialectical materialist analysis that will
help us figure that out here. The article that Zero
responded to actually went into a lot of depth on
this very point, explaining that prisons are primarily tools to control society, not make profit, which
aid in the oppressive force of the bourgeoisie by
keeping lumpen and anyone deemed dangerous to
their power locked away. We know that prisons are
not reliant on the money made from prisoner labor,
because there is public information showing that
prisons are money-losing operations.(see p.19)

Since 2012 the United Front for Peace in
Prisons has been building the September
9 Day of Peace and Solidarity. This commemoration of the Attica uprising is a day
to focus for 24 hours on building the UFPP
principles of peace, unity, growth, internationalism and independence in your facility. Political debate is not the same as

political opposition

Write in and ask for the September 9
To clarify our position, in the original article
Study Pack, which has lots of good info
to help in your organizing for this 6th an- about the September 9 protests we talked about
nual Day of Peace and Solidarity in 2017. In the similarities and differencess between the fiveyear history of the United Front for Peace in PrisStruggle! In Unity!
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Planned themes for upcoming issues:
56 - Movement Growth
FINAL SUBMISSIONS DUE MAY 1ST
In Mao’s essay “On the Correct Handling of Contradictions Among the People,” ey writes of melding practice with criticism and discussion in order
for our movement and the masses to grow to
greater understanding, unity, and strength. The
essay explains, when struggling among political allies (friends), to start from a place of unity, struggle
through discussion, and come away with greater
unity. In this ULK we want to explore how this
method applies to the prison environment. How can
this method help counter the typically hyper-violent
method of handling disagreement in prisons? (see
some examples throughout this issue)
Send in 1 stamp to get Mao’s essay to study, and
write a reflection based on your own practice. Explain best practices for struggle, based on your
own experimentation. Identify shortcomings in
your practice, modify it, and share the results.
57 - Disability and Gender
Many people write in about the extreme abuses
they see of disabled prisoners daily. We want to
report on the special issues faced by disabled prisoners, including circumstances that are unique to
prisons (and the lumpen class) that lead people to
become physically disabled, such as bad medical
care, poor work conditions, etc. Examine tactics
specific to organizing around physical disability,
and potential ADA precedent. Health status is part
of what defines gender and gender oppression.
(send in 1 stamp for “Clarity on what gender is”
by MIM)
ons September 9 Day of Peace and Solidarity, and
this newer call for prisoner activism on September 9: "First we want to say that we are always
happy to see people taking up organizing and
trying to build unity behind bars. There are some
very good points taken in this call to action... we
would hope to work with these folks to broaden
our movement." We followed this up with multiple articles reporting on the work stoppage and
praising the widespread protests.
But Zero seems to think that by publically
criticizing an incorrect point of political theory
from the organizers we are opposing the protests.
Ey wrote
"What we have here is a huge social base,
across prison walls, that is extremely pissed
off. And we have an opportunity to harness that
anger and point it at our enemy on September
9th, thats all the analysis I need. and I say that
if you oppose this in any way, you’re nothing but
a house slave ready to defend your master. your
complicit and should be among the first to be
taken to task."

If we won't just blindly agree and follow eir
leadership, apparently we are written off as complicit with the enemy. Isn't this the squelching
of political debate that anarchists so vehemently
Continued on page 24...
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Explorando el Resultado de la Tubería XL Keystone

por Cuauht’emoc de Brown Berets - Prison
Chapter, Colorado
traducido por Spanish Translator
Octubre 2016

violación de cualquier tratado otorgado a gobiernos extranjeros por el gobierno de Estados
Unidos, ¿porqué son tan rápidos al descartar los
derechos que se otorgaron a las naciones tribales?

"America no puede existir sin separarnos a
nosotros mismos de nuestras identidades."

Fuimos a la guerra por esos tratados. Si, es
2016 y todos los "indios" deberían funcionar
como Amerikanos regulares, al menos esa es la
retórico. Pero al iniciar un tratado se nos provee
reconocimiento, y estipula acuerdos bilaterales
que todas las partes deben honrar. Al menos, de
hecho, que nuestros tratados sean sólo "pedazos
de papel", y si ese es el caso, Rusia debería pasar
por alto las resoluciones de la ONU con los Estados Unidos y bombear Israel. No es igual? El
Artículo 6 de la constitución de los Estados Unidos y la cláusula piloto de 1888 dice lo contrario.
Ambos reconocen el poder permanente de todos
los tratados Indígenas y todas las Naciones Indígenas. Sólo porque los tiempos han cambiado no
significa que las palabras también.

La lucha comenzó en 2011, con una lucrativa propuesta de una compañía Canadiense para
acceder a tierras tribales y transportar petróleo
crudo al Golfo de Texas. Dicen que la construcción ayudará a crear trabajos permanentes, que
el dinero dado a los consejos tribales ayudará a
satisfacer las necesidades de las personas. En realidad, esta tubería creará un desastre ambiental.
América nunca puede financiar su propia estructura, ¿cómo se puede esperar el mantenimiento de
una tubería en las tierras tribales soberanas?
El problema no es sólo la tubería y toda la inmundicia que viene con ella. El problema es la
total violación de nuestros tratados, y la falta de
tratamiento de la auto-determinación y la Declaración de las Naciones Unidos sobre los Derechos
de los Pueblos Indígenas. Esta tubería pisotea a
los derechos humanos y prueba la ciudadanía de
segunda clase que se les da a todas las naciones
tribales, y personas.
Tomen en consideración como todos los portavoces del gobierno se enfurecen con cualquier

El gobierno de los Estados Unidos ha estado
empujando a todas las naciones tribales al genocidio por los últimos 298 años. La pobreza, agua
mala, aire contaminado, desperdicio nuclear,
minas abiertas de uranio, alcoholismo, ninguna
infraestructura de trabajo para empezar.
El suicidio entre hombres jóvenes se ha convertido en una epidemia. Solamente somos endulzados con palabras cuando los trabajadores del

gobierno quieren sentirse bien, luego nos quitan
a nuestros hijos, los llevan al lado del estado y
los tiran a la "gente blanca" para que los civilicen — violando así otra ley federal, la Ley para el
Bienestar del Niño Indígena.
Esta tierra significa más para nosotros que
sólo una terreno para todo el pueblo tribal, igual
que en 1848 cuando los Estados Unidos se unieron a todo Aztlán desde México y construyeron
la frontera paramilitar más grande en el mundo, se
esta haciendo mucho para separar a las naciones
tribales de nuestras tierras. En 1973 peleamos y
morimos por nuestra tierra. Si es necesario, marquen mis palabras, nos levantaremos y pelearemos de nuevo. Esta tierra es nuestra identidad.
Tiene la sangre de nuestros ancestros, y la tubería
matará a nuestra gente.

¿Quieres leer más en español?
Tenemos algunos libros y revistas revolucionarios.
Escríbenos para pedir los. En cambio por la
literatura gratuita pedimos que nos mandes algo
de trabajo. Escríbenos un artículo, forma un grupo
de estudio, mándenos algún arte, lo que puedas
hacer para contribuir a la lucha revolucionaria.
We need volunteers who can read and write well
in both English and Spanish to translate for Under
Lock & Key. A fast growing segment of the U.$.
prison population is Spanish-speaking migrants.
By translating into Spanish, you can help ULK
reach out to our imprisoned compañer@s.
Write in to put in work! ¡En Lucha!

El MIM(Prisiónes)

El Ministro Maoísta Internacional de Prisiones, MIM(Prisiones), es una
célula de revolucionarios que sirve las masas opresas adentro de las prisiones de los EEUU. Mantenemos la ideología comunista revolucionaria del
Marxismo-Leninismo-Maoísmo y trabajamos del punto del proletariado del
tercer mundo.
El imperialismo es el enemigo número uno de la mayoría de gente del
mundo, no podemos obtener nuestra meta de terminar toda opresión sin derribar el imperialismo. La historia nos ha mostrado que el imperialista hará
guerra antes de permitir un fin a la opresión.
Como revolucionarios internacionalistas, nos apoyamos la auto-determinación de todas naciones y gente. Hoy, el sistema de prisiones de los
EEUU es un parte mayor del estado imperialista siendo usado para prevenir la auto-determinación de las naciones opresas. Es por esta razón que
vemos a prisioneros en este país como manteniendo la delantera de cualquier
movimiento anti-imperialista y revolucionario. Mientras que nuestra organización se enfoca en apoyo al prisionero, creemos que hay una necesidad
grave de trabajo para el Maoísta en organizar y educar en muchas áreas en
los Estados Unidos. Tenemos la esperanza que alguna gente se inspire por
nuestro ejemplo alrededor de prisiones y que lo aplique a su propio trabajo
para crear más células maoísta y amplíe el movimiento Maoísta detrás de las
líneas del enemigo.
MIM(Prisiones) se distingue de otros grupos en los siguientes seis puntos.
Consideramos que las otras organizaciones que activamente mantienen estos
puntos ser fraternal.
1. El comunismo es nuestra meta. El comunismo es una sociedad en
donde ningún grupo tiene poder sobre cualquier otro grupo.

2. La dictadura del proletariado es necesaria. En una dictadura del proletariado la anteriormente mayoría explotada dicta a la minoría, la que promovió la explotación, cómo se debe conducir a la sociedad. En el caso de
naciones imperialistas, una dictadura del proletariado de naciones oprimidas
en unión (JDPON siglas en inglés) debe hacer este papel en donde no hay
proletariado interno o una base significante de masas que favorecen el comunismo.

3. Promovemos un frente unido con todos los que se oponen al imperialismo. El camino a la JDPON sobre las naciones imperialistas incluye en
unir a todos aquellos que se puedan unir contra el imperialismo. No podemos
pelear contra el imperialismo y pelear contra otros que están ocupados en
conflictos de vida y muerte contra el imperialismo a mismo tiempo. Aún las
clases de una nación imperialista pueden ser aliados en el frente unido bajo
ciertas condiciones.
4. Una clase parasítica domina los países del primer mundo. Como Marx,
Engels, y Lenin formularon y el pensamiento de MIM ha extendido a través
del análisis materialista, el imperialismo extrae súper-ganancias del Tercer
Mundo y usa en parte esta riqueza para comprar poblaciones enteras de supuestos llamados trabajadores. Estos supuestos llamados trabajadores comprados por el imperialismo forman un nuevo sector de la sub-burguesía llamada
la aristocracia laboral; ésta no es un vehículo para el Maoísmo. Aquellos que
trabajan en los intereses económicos de la aristocracia laboral del Primer
Mundo forman la masa básica del aprieto-mortal sobre el Tercer Mundo del
imperialismo.
5. Nuevas burguesías se formaran bajo el socialismo. Mao guió el ataque
para exponer a la burguesía que se desarrolló dentro del Partido Comunista
de la Unión Soviética y la campaña para bombardear las jefaturas en su propio país, China. Esas experiencias demostraron la necesidad de revolución
continua bajo la dictadura del proletariado. La lucha de clases no termina
hasta que el estado se haya anulado y el comunismo se haya alcanzado.
6. La Gran Revolución Cultural del Proletariado en China fue el mayor
avance hacia el comunismo en la historia. Apoyamos a la Unión Soviética
hasta la muerte de Stalin en 1953, seguida por la República Popular China
hasta 1976 como los mejores ejemplos del socialismo moderno en práctica.
El arresto de la “cuadrilla de cuatro” en China y el ascenso de Krushchev en
la Unión Soviética marcaron la restauración del capitalismo en esos países.
Otros experimentos en el desarrollo del socialismo en el siglo XX fracasaron
en sobrepasar el modelo Soviético (es decir, Albania), o peor, se quedaron
dentro del modo capitalista de producción, generalmente debido al fracaso
para romper con la Teoría de las Fuerzas Productivas.

Under Lock & Key No. 55
abbreviated glossary- write in for our full glossary and
more study materials on these topics (send $4 or work trade)

ideological definitions
MaoisM: Maoism is the doctrine which guided the first
successful Third World peasant revolution that liberated
China in 1949 and guided the building of socialism in that
country until capitalism was restored in 1976. Maoism influenced all the subsequent anti-colonial struggles in Africa
and Asia and inspired many other revolutionary movements
including ones inside the United $tates.
Maoism is famous for many changes in China, including
land reform; collectivization of agriculture in what was then a
poor country; ejecting both foreign occupiers and pro-landlord
elements with the strategy of "People's War" against numerically, financially and technically superior enemies; abolishing
China's huge drug addiction problem; ending pornography
and prostitution; eliminating the practice of breaking wimmin's
feet (footbinding) to make them smaller and supposedly cuter;
establishing China's first law allowing divorce and eventually
instituting worker-run industry without private property in the
means of production.
Complete revolution is fundamental to Maoism. This
means that all social, cultural, political and economic relations must be revolutionized. People will not be liberated by
simply breaking the state or smashing capitalism. China’s
Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution is the best example we
have of this attempt to completely eradicate capitalist influence in a society.
internationalisM: The ethical belief or scientific approach in which peoples of different nations are held to be
equal. Internationalism is opposed to racism and national
chauvinism.
We Maoists believe the nationalism of oppressed nations is "applied internationalism." We oppose nationalism of
oppressed nations directed at other oppressed nations. We
seek a united front of oppressed nations led by the international proletariat against imperialism.
Today there are two kinds of internationalism: bourgeois internationalism and proletarian internationalism. In
the bourgeois internationalist view, peoples of all countries
should have a chance to become exploiters. In the proletarian internationalist view, exploitation inevitably leads to violent conflict, so peace amongst nations depends on a global
view not defending private property.
revolutionary nationalisM: The solution to the
plight of the oppressed nation in liberating itself from the
global imperialist system to attain self-determination. Revolutionary nationalists see the struggle of the nation as primary. They may or may not be communists.

econoMic systeMs
iMperialisM: Lenin defined imperialism as the highest
stage of capitalism. Defined by the globalization of capital,
the dominance of finance capital and the division of the
world into imperialist and exploited nations; Maoists see the
latter as the principal contradiction in the world today.
As the economic system that dominates the world, imperialism determines much of the material reality that everyone on planet Earth faces today, including war, poverty and
environmental destruction. This means that the status quo
promoted by imperialist interests is the biggest hindrance to
change. As the dominant imperialist power, both financially
and militarily, the United $tates generally serves as the primary target of our attacks as anti-imperialists.
capitalisM: Capitalism is a mode of production, or economic system, where the bourgeoisie or capitalist class
owns the means of production and exploits the labor of the
proletariat. Because the proletariat owns nothing, they are
forced to sell their labor power on the market in exchange for
what they need to survive. When they work for the capitalist,
the capitalist owns the value that they create and only pays
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them the portion of this value to sustain themselves. The rest
is called surplus value, or the profit exploited from the worker, which is the basic law of capitalist economic relations.
state capitalisM: Under state capitalism, the state
nominally owns the means of production, but production is
organized around profit, not the needs of the people. The
Soviet Union became state capitalist under Khrushchev, and
China became state capitalist under Deng Xiaoping. In both
cases, a new bourgeoisie developed within the state apparatus and the Communist Party itself.

...Continued from page 11
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punishment should be. That source is drawn from
the well of those who punish them. If we can use
Under Lock & Key and MIM(Prisons) and United
Struggle From Within efforts to become a source
of pop-culture throughout cell blocks and create
a new culture in prison that replaces the disorganization and dysfunction we'll be on the way to
influencing the larger society. 

socialisM: When Maoists use the term socialism we are
referring to the transition stage between the capitalist mode
of production and communism. This involves organizing society with the goal of meeting people's needs, not making
profit. History shows that a dictatorship of the proletariat (as
opposed to our present dictatorship of the bourgeoisie) is
necessary to make socialism work and maintain democracy
in a socialist society. Class struggle continues under socialism.
coMMunisM: The abolition of power of people over people. This means abolishing all oppression, whether of nations by nations, classes by classes, women by men or any
other division in society. Communism is based on mutual
cooperation, peace and justice instead of oppression.
Long-run goals of communism include the abolition
of classes and organizing society without governments or
borders. As in certain tribal societies in the past and living
still today, communists believe that it is possible for humyns
to organize themselves without war, crime, starvation and
homelessness. When there are social problems, communists blame those problems on how society is organized.
They seek to organize society to bring out the best in people,
however flawed the species may be. No communist leader
has ever claimed that a society has achieved communism
yet. That means the industrial societies of our time have
either lived in capitalism or socialism. Finally, communists
believe that a communist party - not just ad hoc or individual
organizing - is necessary to seize state power from the oppressors.

class definitions
bourgeoisie: The exploiter class most characteristic of
the capitalist system. Their wealth is obtained from the labor
of others, in particular the proletariat.
The term "bourgeoisie" now usually refers to the capitalist class in common usage. The capitalist class is those
who own enough property that they would not have to work
to make a living. This class only works if it wants to. Also
included in the term are people with very powerful positions
in production or government generally. A ruler may or may
not have great assets on hand, but if ey really wanted them,
ey has the power to get them.
There is another common and critically important usage
of the term "bourgeoisie." Technically the bourgeoisie includes other sections, including those more numerous than
the capitalist class. The "petty-bourgeoisie" or "petit-bourgeoisie" refers to people who are exploiters but not on the
scale of the capitalists. The petty-bourgeoisie often owns its
own means of production or professional skills but does not
hire enough workers to be able to quit working and still live a
life of leisure. There are other categories of bourgeoisie that
are not capitalist, such as what Mao called the "comprador
bourgeoisie" which owes its existence to imperialist capitalists and cannot function on its own as a capitalist class.
labor aristocracy: Unlike the traditional petty bourgeoisie, they do not own their own means of production and
so must work for others. But unlike the proletariat and semiproletariat, the labor aristocracy in the First World earn more
than the value of their labor and therefore have interests that
fall in the bourgeois camp allying with imperialism.
In the First World today we define this group as the lower
segment of the petty-bourgeoisie, working for a wage and
earning more than the value of their labor but without the
means to get a loan to start a small business themselves.

The above artwork was made for USW by a white
prisoner who is also labeled as a sex offender.
This group benefits from the imperialist world’s superexploitation of the Third World. They are bought off by the imperialists with these superprofits. In the First World this group is
not exploited and so not part of the proletariat. On the contrary, their incomes are often higher than those traditionally
classified as the petty bourgeoisie in the Third World, further
demonstrating their bourgeois character.
proletariat: The group of people who have nothing to
sell but their labor power for their subsistence. The proletariat does not draw any profit from any kind of capital because
they have none. Proletarians are propertyless and thus have
“nothing to lose but their chains.” The proletariat is the least
conservative element of society.
There are several groups that fall within the proletariat:
1. The working proletariat are exploited by others who make
a profit off of their labor. 2. The non-working proletariat make
up the reserve army of the proletariat. In current times this
group is usually temporarily unemployed and seeking employment. The long-term unemployed usually fall into the
lumpen-proletariat. 3. The lumpen-proletariat, a group of
people who are unable to sell their labor power in the long
term and so end up living as parasites on other proletarians.
This group is found in the Third World, and is distinct from
the First World lumpen.
first world luMpen: The class of people in the First
World who are excluded from the productive process. By virtue of living in the First World this class, on average, receives
more material benefits from imperialism than the global proletariat. As such their interests are not the same as the exploited
classes and we do not include them in the "lumpen-proletariat." But their conditions in many ways parallel those of the
lumpen-proletariat standing in stark contrast to the majority of
the First World populations. This class includes U.$. prisoners,
which is a focus of the organizing work MIM(Prisons) does
today.
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Correction to Deadly Heat in Louisiana Article
by a Texas prisoner
March 2017

There was an entry in ULK 53 I am compelled
to address under the heading "Deadly Heat Victory
in Louisiana." It was erroneously reported the 5th
Circuit ruling in Bell v. LeBlanc, 792 F. 3d 584,
mandated the temperature be maintained "at or below 88 degrees in Angola's death row buildings.”
Not so. The 5th Circuit held the U.S. District
Court Middle District of Louisiana ruling encompassing all of Louisiana's death row overly broad,
and therefore an abuse of the District Court's
discreation, violation of the Prison Litigation Reform Act (PLRA). The 5th Circuit pared down
the District Court's ruling to affect only the three
named plaintiffs: Elzie Ball, Nathaniel Code, and
James Magee. The only reason the 5th Circuit
upheld the District Court's ruling as pertaining to
these three plaintiffs is because all three are afflicted with pre-existing medical conditions that
are susceptible to heat-induced complications.
"Based on its findings of fact, we affirm the
district court's conclusion that housing these
prisoners in very hot cells without sufficient access to heat-relief measures, while knowing that
each suffers from conditions that render him extremely vulnerable to serious heat-related injury,
violates the Eighth Amendment. ... The district
court also erred because it awarded relief facility-wide, instead of limiting such relief to Ball,
Code, and Magee. ... Because the district court's
injunction provides an unnecessary type of relief and applies beyond these three Plaintiffs, it

violates the PLRA. Accordingly, the district court
abused its discretion. ... We emphasize, however,
that the finding of substantial risk regarding a
heat-related injury is tied to the individual health
conditions of these inmates." Ball v. LeBlanc,
792 F.3d 584, 596-600, FNG.

The 5th Circuit opined Ball, Code, and Magee
could be housed in cells closer to the death row
guards' station, which is air conditioned, thereby
cooler than the remainder of death row cells. Or,
at most, a single death row tier could be air conditioned as a heat-relief measure for prisoners similarly situated to Ball, Code, and Magee. But as for
requiring the Louisiana Department of Corrections to maintain temperatures below 88 degrees
at Angola's death row altogether, the 5th Circuit
judged that was not necessary to comport with the
Federal Constitution.
Moral being, if it sounds too good to be true..
perhaps MIM(Prisons) should submit to me these
litigous tidbits for vetting and verification.
MIM(Prisons) responds: Thank you to this
comrade for setting the record straight, and helping to keep our subscribers from venturing down
a wrong path in seeking their own relief from
extreme heat, especially as summer is fast approaching. We rely on our subscribers to share
their knowledge with us, whether it be their legal
expertise, organizing experience, or theoretical
understanding. Everyone should be making an effort to increase our collective abilities, which our
oppressors try so hard to eliminate.

...Continued from page 21
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oppose? To be clear, we support the September
9th protests, both those organized by members of
the United Front for Peace in Prisons, and those
promoted by the IWOC. Our criticism is directed
toward statements that participating in these protests will shut down the prisons because prisons
are dependent on prisonor slave labor. If we did
not make this clear in our articles about September 9, we will take this criticism to help us approach the struggle with a clearer focus on unity.
Finally, Zero wrote that we should have
known about this work strike sooner. It looks
like there was some censorship of our mail from
em so letters from Zero about this didn't get to
us. We did reach out to IWOC and others about
working together on September 9 organizing once
we learned about the work strike (which we did
hear about from a number of ULK subscribers).
We never got a response from the organizers. We
hope that going forward we can collaborate in the
fight against the criminal injustice system to build
a stronger movement. This doesn't mean we will
give up our communist position, nor does it mean
that Zero, ABC, or IWW need to give up their anarchism, and in fact we would argue that continuing this debate publicly is good for everyone. In
practice we hope to collaborate on the September
9 protest in 2017.
For more information on the IWOC organized September 9 work stoppage, contact them at: IWOC, PO Box
414304, Kansas City, MO 64141
ABC PDX can be contacted at 109 SE Alder st. unit
#0717, Portland Oregon 97214

